Decisions by Quality Area and Standard
1.

All ratings under review were confirmed at second tier review:


Quality Area 1: Working Towards NQS
 Standard 1.1: Working Towards NQS
o Element 1.1.1: Not Met
 Standard 1.3: Working Towards NQS
o Element 1.3.1: Not Met
o Element 1.3.2: Not Met
o Element 1.3.3: Not Met



Quality Area 2: Significant Improvement Required
 Standard 2.1: Significant Improvement Required
o Element 2.1.2: Not Met
 Standard 2.2: Significant Improvement Required
o Element 2.2.1: Not Met
o Element 2.2.2: Not Met
o Element 2.2.3: Not Met



Quality Area 3: Working Towards NQS
 Standard 3.1: Working Towards NQS
o Element 3.1.1: Not Met
o Element 3.1.2: Not Met



Quality Area 4: Working Towards NQS
 Standard 4.1: Working Towards NQS
o Element 4.1.1: Not Met



Quality Area 7: Significant Improvement Required
 Standard 7.1: Significant Improvement Required
o Element 7.1.2: Not Met
 Standard 7.2: Significant Improvement Required
o Element 7.2.1: Not Met
o Element 7.2.3sa: Not Met
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Issues
2.

The approved provider (the provider) applied for a review of the ratings for the above
Standards on the grounds that the regulatory authority:
(a) did not appropriately apply the prescribed process for determining a rating
level; and
(b) failed to take into account or give sufficient weight to special circumstances
existing or facts existing at the time of the rating assessment.

Overview
3.

After the service’s assessment and rating, the service was rated Significant
Improvement Required. The service submitted feedback on the draft report, however
no ratings were changed.

4.

At first tier review, Elements 3.2.1 and 6.2.2 were amended to Met, and Standards 3.2
and 6.2 amended to Meeting NQS. All other ratings were confirmed and the service’s
rating remained Significant Improvement Required. Ratings before second tier review
are set out below. Areas not under review at second tier review are in grey text:
Quality Area 1: Working Towards NQS
Standard 1.1: Working Towards NQS
Element 1.1.1: Not Met
Standard 1.2: Meeting NQS
All Elements Met at Assessment and Rating
Standard 1.3: Working Towards NQS
Element 1.3.1: Not Met
Element 1.3.2: Not Met
Element 1.3.3: Not Met
Quality Area 2: Significant Improvement Required
Standard 2.1: Significant Improvement Required
Element 2.1.2: Not Met
Standard 2.2: Significant Improvement Required
Element 2.2.1: Not Met
Element 2.2.2: Not Met
Element 2.2.3: Not Met
Quality Area 3: Working Towards NQS
Standard 3.1: Working Towards NQS
Element 3.1.1: Not Met
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Element 3.1.2: Not Met
Standard 3.2: Meeting NQS
Element 3.2.1 Met at Assessment and Rating
Element 3.2.2 amended to Meeting NQS at first tier review
Quality Area 4: Working Towards NQS
Standard 4.1: Working Towards NQS
Element 4.1.1: Not Met
Standard 4.2: Meeting NQS
All Elements Met at Assessment and Rating
Quality Area 5: Meeting NQS
Standard 5.1: Meeting NQS
All Elements Met at Assessment and Rating
Standard 5.2: Meeting NQS
All Elements Met at Assessment and Rating
Quality Area 6: Working Towards NQS
Standard 6.1: Meeting NQS
All Elements Met at Assessment and Rating
Standard 6.2: Meeting NQS
Element 6.2.1 Met at Assessment and Rating
Element 6.2.2 Amended to Meeting NQS at first tier review
Quality Area 7: Significant Improvement Required
Standard 7.1: Significant Improvement Required
Element 7.1.2: Not Met
Standard 7.2: Significant Improvement Required
Element 7.2.1: Not Met
Element 7.2.2: Not Met

Evidence summary
5.

The panel considered all the evidence submitted by the provider and the regulatory
authority. This included:


The application for second tier review and its attachments



The application for first tier review and its attachments



The regulatory authority’s submissions to second tier review
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6.



The regulatory authority’s decision at first tier review



The assessment and rating instruments and the draft and final reports



The service’s feedback to the draft report



The authorised officer’s response to the service’s feedback

The panel was also provided with advice from ACECQA on the areas under review.

The law
7.

Section 151(1) of the National Law states:
‘Following a review, the Ratings Review Panel may:
(a) confirm the rating levels determined by the regulatory authority; or
(b) amend the rating levels’

The facts
8.

is a family day care service based in
, New South
Wales. The service engages educators who provide education and care in
and
.

9.

The assessment and ratings visits took place on

10.

The provider received the draft report on
regulatory authority on
2020.

11.

The provider received the final report on
Improvement Required.

12.

The provider applied for first tier review by the regulatory authority on

13.

The regulatory authority sent the first tier review decision notice to the provider on
2020.

14.

The provider applied for second tier review on

2020.
2020 and supplied feedback to the
2020, with a rating of Significant
2020.

2020.
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Background information
Breaches identified at Assessment and Rating
15.

A number of breaches were identified at the assessment and rating visits. Details of
these matters, and the provider’s response were provided to the second tier review
panel. While the panel cannot make determinations about whether a breach should
or should not be issued, the panel may consider the service’s compliance with the
National Law, including any identified breaches, as part of its role in determining
whether to amend or confirm ratings based on the evidence.

Ratings of Significant Improvement Required (SIR)
16.

The following information about the SIR rating was provided for the panel’s
information.

17.

The SIR rating may be given when an authorised officer (in consultation with their
manager) is satisfied that the service does not meet a Standard or Quality Area, or
relevant regulation for that Quality Area, in a way that poses: ‘a significant risk to the safety,
health or wellbeing of any child or children being educated and cared for by the service’
(regulation 59).

18.

A significant risk is more likely to arise when there is non-compliance with matters
relating to physical environment, children’s health and safety, or staffing
requirements. However, a significant risk can also arise in other areas of the NQS. For
example, very poor practice under Quality Area 1 could pose a significant risk to the
wellbeing of a child because of the critical role of Quality Area 1 in promoting
children’s learning and development. Harm to children may also arise as the result of
a single incident or from several incidents that occur over time. This is known as
cumulative harm.

Analysing risk
19.

‘Risk’ is not defined in the National Law or Regulations. Risk is determined by
reference to the particular circumstances of a case, and authorised officers and
review panel member may draw on a risk matrix to assist in determining the level of risk
present and the appropriate course of action to address the risk. (See figure 1 below, as
per the Guide to the NQF).

20.

The risk matrix helps identify the level of risk by considering how likely it is that a
negative event may occur alongside the severity of the consequences should the
event occur.

21.

The risk matrix includes five levels of consequence: insignificant, minor, moderate,
significant and major. This takes into account the impact or potential impact of an
event including its scale and duration. A consequence might affect the safety and
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for risk.

Applying the Significant Improvement Required rating at second tier review
25.

A rating of Significant Improvement Required can be applied at the Quality Area level
or the Standard level. If a rating of Significant Improvement Required is given for any
Standard or Quality Area, the overall rating of the service must also be Significant
Improvement Required.

General submissions by the Provider at second tier review
26.

At second tier review, the provider included the following submissions:

 “

was assessed on the

March, 2020.

 The service received a Draft rating and assessment report on the
at
with Feedback required by the
login platform.

2020
2020. Using a provided online

 The service tried to login to provide feedback on the

and noticed the
access to provide feedback was denied. The service then emailed the regulatory
authority for access to provide feedback on the
. The regulatory
authority provided access on the
, 2020 by email and instructed
feedback access was only available by close of business the same day of
2020.

 The service provided the regulatory authority feedback on the

, 2020
both by email attachments and using the online form provided. The service
informed the regulatory authority that the online form was not adequate and
the email attachments should be considered together with the online form. Less
than 24 hrs [later], the service received a Final Rating and assessment outcome
on the
and with an invalid link to the ACECQA second-tier review
form.

 The regulatory authority did not respond but proceeded with a Final rating and
assessment outcome, less than 24hrs of receiving feedback. The service does not
believe the regulatory authority looked into the feedback provided on the
, nor was the regulatory authority prepared to do so. Our service of
educators, had educators assessed by different authorised officers and the
service received assessment evidence summaries to which we had to provide
feedback, and on which feedback [was] provided on the
.

 The following were the matters requested for legislative guidance from the
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General note on the provider’s feedback on the draft report
28.

The provider submitted Standard-specific feedback on the draft report, and the below
letter which contains general feedback:
“Dear Authorised Officers,
Please find submission of information and evidence in relation to the rating and
assessment for
Family Day Care conducted on the
2020, as per the information attached here below, in Parts 1 to Part 4. This
corresponds with the evidence of findings of fact relied upon for the draft rating and
assessment decision in the ten attachment summary email documents received by the
service on
the
2020 at
.
Introduction – Part 1
As the Approved Provider, I submit that
has had no record of
noncompliance since its Approval under the Education and Care Services (ECS)
National law (2010) and ECS National Regulations (2011), to date.
The service was granted approval under the family assistance law on the
It has been operating for
, with no record of
noncompliance under the Educational and Care Services National Law, National
Regulations or the family Assistance laws therein.
The service has excluded itself from unethical practices, and despite a licence limit of
Educators.
has always believed in longevity and gradual
sustainable growth and has now averaged an engagement of around Educators in
its
of operation. The service has always taken its obligations to the
Commonwealth government, State government, Parents and all Stakeholders very
seriously and has always shown to uphold its Duty of Care in maintaining and
adhering to the Early Childhood Code of Ethics and governance in all its practices and
execution of its policies and procedures. In its recent ACECQA National Quality
Standards Rating and Assessment process,
family day care passed the NQS
Rating process with Exceeding National Quality Standards in Leadership and Service
Management (Area 7).
family day care is not just another family day care; it is
new service poised at becoming an outstanding family day care service providing very
high-quality outcomes for families and every community that each child belongs to.
The VISIT – Part 2
The service received a call from the lead Authorised officer
email on the
2020 with the following details:
“The Authorised Officer

and an

will attend the office.
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the service, which was already provided to the lead authorised officer, did not
show case a systematic quality assessment process.
2. Interrogations of support person coordinator in place of an Approved Provider
without the employer’s consent did not yield quality results.
3. The potential implicit biases exercised by the Authorised officers in
especially the officer
and
did not represent the intent
of the Assessment and Rating Process in our opinion. As a
I am confident that the public service code
of conduct or the early childhood education and care code of ethics demands more
than what the officers allegedly displayed during the assessment and rating
process.

We believe these interactions can be
improved to even arrive at better quality outcomes for both services and the
department.
30.

The service has taken on board any constructive feedback and quickly implemented
processes and systems recommended. The aim here of these observations is to express
that the service is willing to work with the department together, to arrive and
continually improving quality outcomes for all children and parents. And to be seen in
the same light as other services without

Items for review by Ratings Review Panel at Second Tier Review:
Standard 1.1
Standard 1.1 is:
The educational program enhances each child’s learning and development

Standard 1.1: Assessment and rating
31.

The regulatory authority assessed the service as having met Element 1.1.2 and 1.1.3,
but found they had not met Element 1.1.1. The rating for Standard 1.1 was Working
Towards NQS following initial assessment and rating.
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32.

Evidence of practice for Standard 1.1 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.

33.

Evidence summary:
“Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
The coordination unit gives each educator a hard copy of the two approved
frameworks, Early Years Learning Framework and 'My Time, Our Place'
Framework for School Age Care. The learning outcomes for both approved
frameworks are also located on the
App.
The service does not employ an early childhood teacher.
The children's portfolios have a section for families to add comments on activities,
children's interest or a recent holiday or weekend experience. The nominated
supervisor stated 'she hopes the families will start sharing the same information via
the
App.'
Families and children have the opportunity to complete an 'All about me' form with
questions on family, language at home, favourite toy, favourite colour, 'I enjoy' and
'When I grow up I want to be?'. The form is then placed at the front of the child's
portfolio.
A
' form has been used in the past and attached to the child's portfolio.
The questions included 'What area does your child excel?' 'When your child is upset or
uncomfortable what do you usually do?' 'What important family celebrations would
you like the educator to incorporate within the service?' and 'other comments on
interests, eating, sleeping and habits?'
The coordinators created a list of activities and ideas for the educators to refer to on
each of the EYLF five learning outcomes such as, 'Outcome 1 has drawing, singing,
painting, home corner and friendships.'
The approved provider explains that the approved frameworks are on the new
App however, some educators are still getting use to linking the right
framework to the age of the child.
The daily routines are developed in consultation with the coordinators and displayed
in the home.”
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34.

Sub 01 evidence summary:
“Activity information posters are displayed for families on 'Art and Craft', 'The
computer area', 'The library', 'Cooking area', 'Sand and water', 'The outdoor area' and
'Block area'. Each poster explains the benefits of this play activity for the child.
A poster 'Being, Belonging and Becoming' is displayed.
The children have individual portfolios and an online profile on
The child's
observation is linked to the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) by marking the
learning outcome that is also displayed on the page. The educator explains that she
doesn't use 'My Time, Our Place' the School Age Framework when programming an
planning for the school aged child instead she refers to the EYLF. This is a breach of
S168.
The educator explained that she programs for the children from observations and
from discussions with the families on the child's interest or home life such as, one child
enjoys kicking and playing with balls so this is included in the program both indoors
and outdoors. On the day of the visit indoor Ten Pin bowling was set up and being
played with by this child.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator says to the children, "five more minutes and then we need to leave to
pick up the school kids."”

35.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The children paint unicorns and rainbows. A child says to the officer that she is going
to leave her painting at FDC today so (Educator) can put it on the wall.
The children have been creating a 'Colour wall' attaching the coloured cylinders to a
board. Coloured paper, scissors and other materials are out on the table for the
children to continue. Half the board has been covered.
The children's artwork is displayed.
A photo collage is displayed showing children engaged in activities at the FDC
residence and on excursions.
The educator teaches the children complex line drawings and traditional drawings
from
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This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The children arrived at the educator's residence, ate afternoon tea and then choose
what activity they wanted to do.
The children's observations, individual and group, are linked to the Early Years
Learning Framework learning outcomes. The Framework for School Age
Care [core?] learning outcomes are not listed. The educator said, "I've always used
these learning outcomes (EYLF), I'm still learning how to link them on the new App"
The educator only provides education and care to school age children. This is a breach
of S168.”
36.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“The educator and children talk about family events. One child shares that
.
The daily routine is displayed.
The children and educator talk about the school day. One child says "we had Harmony
Day yesterday but it was in our classrooms. We don't have assemblies any more
because of the corona virus". The children and educator then discuss how the virus has
changed other things at school.
Part of the weekly routine is to go to the library and the park.
A child tells the educator about her
and how
. The
child explains, "
". The educator
praises the child for her efforts and encourages her to keep practising.
Children's artwork is displayed in the Family Day Care area.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator and children look at and discuss some photos on the wall of the children
in care. The educator suggests they could decorate the photos next time they come.
The educator shares her

culture with the children throughout the home.

The five learning outcomes, the principles and practices of the Early Years Learning
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Framework are able to be marked within monthly program and observations.
The Early Years Learning Framework learning outcomes are displayed in the children's
portfolios and on the
App for educators to link. The educator explains that she
doesn't link the school children to the 'My Time, Our Place' in the App or when using
portfolios instead uses the EYLF learning outcomes instead. The approved provider
offers to show the educator where the 'MTOP' link was on the App. The educator
replies, "Thanks, I forget where everything is. I'm still getting use to the App." This is a
breach of S168.
The children had books, games and craft items available in the morning.”
37.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“The educator and child draw faces on the 'Harmony people' cut outs. The educator
asks, "What are you drawing now (Child)?" and the child replies, "Eyes, nose, mouth".
The child tells the educator, "This is red". The educator finds coloured cards and asks
the child what the other colours are? The child is able to name blue, green, yellow and
purple. The educator says to the child, "You're so clever."
The child is able to choose activities off open shelving such as, construction, musical
instruments, cars, stacking blocks and books. The educator asks,
"Which one are we going to play with today?" The child chooses the
the educator says, "Great choice".

and

This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator gives the child the choice to eat more out of his lunchbox or put it back
in the fridge.
The children were given a choice to draw or paint on the Harmony day people.
Children then choose if they want to leave the craft at the Family Day Care or take it
home.
The educator reads a story to the child about animals, "This is a ? " and the child
replies, "A sheep". When the educator turns the page the child says, "cows". The child
names all of the animals.
A child's portfolio shows the journey of a child learning about colours with several
extension activities planned over the weeks such as, drawing, card games, painting
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and books.
The educator shares her interest in gardening with the children.
The older children can use the small lounge room if they would like some time for
themselves or some quiet time.”
38.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
Monthly Plan' demonstrates the approved learning framework outcomes and
“
is written in both English and
There is a four season wall display with children's art work and stencil work.
Each child stores their belongings in individual lockers with their photo and name.
A family tree with photos of children and their families is displayed.
The educator documents children's voices within the 'child's thoughts' section in their
individual observation booklets. For example, an observation dated
2020
documents 'Teacher how can I speak that letters?', 'Is it right?', and 'I want to write it
again on the white board.'
The educator asks the child, "What do you want to play?" the child smiles and says,
"Puzzle".
Within a child's individual observation book, the educator highlights the learning
outcomes of the approved learning framework, which link with the observation and
reflection.
The educator counts one to fifteen and sings to a child while helping him wash his
hands.
The educator previously documented the educational program and children's
observations in booklets, though transitioned to using
as of
2020.
A selection of resources and activities available for children to access at their own
accord. For example, two book shelves with a mixture of books written in
and
English; building blocks; Lego connectors; wooden construction blocks; musical
instruments; two doctors set; role play equipment; teddies and a piano.
The educator advises that she ensures the children are able to do "the alphabet and
numbers" when they are approaching school age.
Children have access to a selection of English and

books. The educator advises
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they "choose the ones with their favourite pictures."
The educational program is written in both English and
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”
39.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“The educator finds out the children's interests through discussions and the program.
This then informs the program to support the children's development.
The children are provided with a regular routine.
The educators' program and children's observations do not show written linkage to
the learning outcomes. The educator is able to articulate how she supports children's
individual learning.
Children's culture is supported through language and experiences. The educator
explains how she is supporting children to understand their culture and place in the
world, by understanding their cultural background and cultures from around the
world.
Children's observation books have a 'Reflection about being, belonging and becoming"
page. This documents things specific to the children and where they are at in a point
of time.
When asked if the educator engages in play sessions, she said, she sometimes meets
up with another educator
.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”

40.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“A wall displayed traditional Aboriginal artworks, cultural information, and children's
artwork.
Information about the NQF and the EYLF is displayed on the walls.
Children's books are representative of a variety of cultures are available.
A variety of musical instruments are available for children to engage with.
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The educator talks to the children in
home languages are in the playrooms.

and

- Signs and poster in

The educator explain how the program and children's observations link to the
Learning Outcomes. Evidence of written child's observation in the program is not
consistent for all children in care.
The educator has changed from using paper programming to the Family Day Care
Scheme app,
has limited recorded evidences of a program. The coordinator
present at the time of the visit explain the educator was still learning the app and
would continue on paper. The educator explained the app is only in English and has
taken her a little longer to understand.
The educator has a diary/book where she documents children's daily requests,
important information to share with parents, any child concerns and any identified
issues with the children.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
Children's observation booklets include photos of them engaged in play and artworks
they have created.”
41.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“There is a daily routine displayed on the wall of the family day care room. The routine
combines both the school aged and pre-school aged activities.
The educator said that
and
are all festivities that she
will celebrate with the children, as the children enjoy them all.
The educator said that she does not pressure the children to do any learning and
development activities they are not interested in.
The educator was aware that the Early Years Learning Framework is for under five
year olds and that My Time, Our Place is for school aged children. The educator has
guides for both.
The educator described an activity the children requested recently, making paper
mache balloons, using recycled paper collected by the educator.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
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residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”
42.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“The program document provided to authorised officers, outlines a few experiences in
different areas to be set up. The program does not show how the few experiences
listed, support children's learning in relation to the Learning Frameworks. The
educator is moving towards using the
app, which now has learning outcomes
documented.
The educator asks the child what she would like to do, offering a few choices. The child
chooses to play with play dough and the educator gets some out for her and some
materials such as rollers and cutters.
A five minute warning was provided to a child before pack away was requested to get
ready for lunch.
The educator explains that transition times are used for routines such as hand
washing.
Artwork displayed shows children have celebrated events relevant to their own
culture.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”

43.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“The educator's program planner has a section stating the principles, practices and
the learning outcomes for only one of the approved learning frameworks - The Early
Years Learning Framework. The educator had three school aged children in
attendance during the time of the visit.
The children were participating in a painting activity. The educator was asked if this
was a planned activity or spontaneous. The educator replied, "Just free painting".
Each child has an individual observation book. Within the observation book there is a
section for 'observation' and 'reflecting about being, belonging and becoming'.
Within the educator's program planner, there are sections for parent comments,
evaluating and reflecting, what next and observing the children.
The children's individual observation books only reflects the learning outcomes of the
Early Years Learning Framework. A child's observation book sighted was for a child
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who is of school age.
Within an child's observation book dated
2020, the educator comments,
'The next activity I'm going to give (Child) is chosing numbers'. In the child's thoughts
section below states 'I don't like numbers but'.
Copies of the approved learning frameworks for under preschool aged children and
school aged children are available at the sign-in table.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
An observation based on a child's basketball skills was sighted. 'I want to work on
running up and shooting' was written in the child's thoughts section in their individual
observation book. The educator wrote in the planning/reflection section to introduce
cricket as a follow up activity.”
44.

The Authorised Officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 1.1:
“The educator’s consider children’s ideas and interests when developing the program
and routine times provide opportunities for ongoing learning. The educational
program reflects the Early Years Learning Framework and service philosophy however,
the Framework for School Age Care has not been implemented or considered for
school age children’s learning and development.”

Standard 1.1: Provider’s feedback on draft report
45.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In relation to authorised officer notes indicating that play sessions, understood to
refer to excursions, only occur with
educators, and not with
educators] “Incorrect. All educators in
and
go on daily regular
excursions to parks and libraries, evidence to which the authorised officers attested.
Our last play session was in
2019. The
session which were
planned have not [eventuated] due to the preparations for the Rating and Assessment
and the Covid19 requirements. The Coordination office helps arrange individual
educator team-us for play sessions around the
area. This has not
occurred this year as above.
[In relation to Individual Learning Plans noted in the service’s QIP not being
implemented for all children] “Incorrect. The service uses the award winning OWNA
App as the main programming tool from
2020. This Owna App is new has been
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implemented alongside the usual physical paper documentation, from February for
most educators where a child is not yet active in the
software. Some educator
where on trial version in
The authorized officers had an opportunity to
evidence or request for individual programming for each child not in the App. Please
see attached evidence here for the educators in question.”
[In relation to the authorised officer’s answer of ‘No’ to whether an approved
learning framework was in use to guide development of the program] “Both the
app and the Physical programming and observation books are set and
embedded with to the EYLF and MTOP. The issue here was is that the Educators felt at
times pressured the authorized officers to show showcase some intricacies of the new
App even where the educator evidenced that the physical documentation is
also still being used and availed to parents. We have provided evident attached
herewith.”
[In relation to the authorised officer’s answer of ‘No’ to whether there is a
documented arrangement with an approved provider of another service to provide
a preschool program] “Incorrect. See above note and attached evidence.”

Standard 1.1: Final report
46.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 1.1 between the draft report and the
final report. Element 1.1.1 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard 1.1
remained Working Towards NQS.

Standard 1.1: First tier review
47.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have the rating for Element 1.1.1
amended to Met, and therefore the rating for Standard 1.1 amended to Meeting
NQS.

48.

In addition to the legislative grounds for review, the Provider submitted that a further
reason for their review application was that the authorised officers did not
demonstrate the public service core values of ethical and honest behaviour;
professionalism and responsibility; fairness and equity and collaboration.

49.

In relation to Standard 1.1, the panel at first tier review concluded that there was
insufficient evidence to support amending Element 1.1.1 to Met. The panel stated:
“The panel considered the authorised officers’ notes and acknowledged that
educators use cultural connections to enhance children’s learning and development in
relation to their identity and connection with community. However, the evidence
collected from the principal office and the educators’ residences demonstrates that
educators are inconsistently using the approved learning frameworks to guide
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practice. Evidence recorded demonstrates that the use of the Framework for School
Age Care is limited, and is not being implemented or considered for school age
children’s learning and development. The panel also noted that the officer selected no
for National Law Section 168 – Offence relating to required programs, which requires
that an approved learning framework is used to guide the development of the
program.
The panel acknowledged that the service is in a transition phase from a paper-based
system to an online application; and that the coordination unit provides educators
with a paper copy of the two approved frameworks, and learning outcomes for both
frameworks are on the
application. Despite this, there was insufficient
evidence to demonstrate that educators consistently use appropriate frameworks
based on the children’s age.
The panel considered the approved provider’s compliance letter response, and
acknowledged that some educators use the Framework for School Age Care. However,
at the time of the visit, this was inconsistently implemented across all the educators at
the service. The panel also noted that some evidence submitted by the approved
provider in this response was dated post-visit. That evidence, therefore, could not be
considered during this review.
The panel acknowledged that the service’s programming and observation templates
include references to the principles, practices and outcomes of the approved learning
framework. However, educators were often unable to effectively connect the
principles of the framework to planned experiences. Additionally, the use of these
templates was insufficient in demonstrating that all educators have knowledge of
these documents and their influence in practice.”
50.

Following first tier review, the rating for Standard 1.1 remained Working Towards
NQS, with Element 1.1.1 Not Met.

Standard 1.1: Second tier review
51.

At second tier review, the provider sought to have the rating for Element 1.1.1
amended to Met, and therefore the rating for Standard 1.1 amended to Meeting
NQS.

52.

The provider’s submissions in relation to Standard 1.1 (Element 1.1.1) and the
evidence supporting each submission were as follows:
“Assessor had notice prior to visit that the service was transitioning to an online
programing and safety checklist App [
App]. Both the physical books and App
were in use during this time.”
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53.

As evidence for the above submission, the Provider cited the fact that an email was
sent to the Regulatory Authority prior to the visit, and submitted evidence of their
online programming system in the form of screenshots.

Standard 1.1: Second tier review decision
Element 1.1.1
54.

The panel discussed the evidence including a monthly curriculum program for
to
with goals identified, and noted that the MTOP and EYLF were quoted in
some places. The panel also observed pro forma documents with activities listed, but
were unable to find evidence of a planning cycle for each child or implementation of
such a cycle an understanding of the Frameworks.

55.

The panel also noted that observations of children were included in the evidence,
however it was not possible to determine how these observations were extended
upon, or how the learning observed was evaluated or explored in new contexts as
part of a planning cycle. For example, the panel could not identify individual and
group goals, and information about the use of the outcomes in relation to children’s
learning was limited. The panel observed evidence of a child with an interest in the
but noted that this exploration or extension of this interest was not shown in
the evidence about curriculum decision making. The evidence was limited to
commentary that the child was enjoying
with no information included on how
this was understood in terms of the outcomes or used as part of curriculum planning
for that child.

56.

The panel also noted that hardcopies of the two approved learning frameworks had
been provided to educators, but noted that providing a copy shows only that the
service is aware of the documents, and does not constitute evidence that the
frameworks are being used as a basis for curriculum development. The panel made
the same comment in relation to some screenshots noting the EYLF or MTOP without
further information about implementation.

57.

The panel felt that an overarching theme of the evidence was inconsistency, and
queried the level of understanding at the service about what needs to be shown at
the various stages of review in order to justify a change to rating. The panel
acknowledged that moving to the
app is a big change, and the service was still
working towards establishing practice using this new platform, however the panel
observed that the transition appeared not to have been managed to mitigate gaps in
implementation, and there was also a lack of evidence of Meeting NQS practice under
this Standard from the period before the commencement of the transition to
The panel also noted that the service had stated themselves that not all families or
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educators had access to the new platform yet, noting that this was inconsistent with
information in the QIP, the progress of which was also not clear in the evidence.
There was also evidence of educators stating to the authorised officer that they did
not yet know how to use the
app for documenting learning outcomes and
curriculum decisions.
58.

The panel was concerned that there was little evidence of practice under this
Standard from the period before the implementation of the transition to
and
observed a possible lack of understanding or an inconsistent understanding regarding
the developmental stages of children. The panel was concerned that although some
educators were aware of the approved learning frameworks and were attempting to
implement them, other educators were not aware, particularly in regards to MTOP
and curriculum decision making for school age children.

59.

The panel discussed evidence that one educator advised the authorised officer that
she ensures children are able to engage with alphabet and number activities when
approaching school age. The panel felt that this curriculum decision had little basis
beyond a general feeling that children ought to do these kinds of activities to prepare
for school, and questioned whether this was informed by MTOP. There was also
commentary and observation by the authorised officer around the lack of linking to
and understanding of the learning frameworks.

60.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating of Element 1.1.1 as Not Met,
and therefore confirmed the rating of Standard 1.1 as Working Towards NQS.

Standard 1.3
Standard 1.3 is:
Educators and co-ordinators take a planned and reflective approach to implementing the
program for each child.

Standard 1.3: Assessment and rating
61.

The regulatory authority initially assessed the service as Working Towards NQS for
Standard 1.3, as none of the three Elements under the Standard were found to be
Met.

62.

Evidence of practice for Standard 1.3 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.
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63.

Evidence summary:
“Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
The learning stories in the child's portfolios include 'date, observation, activity,
reflection, child's thoughts and follow up'. Educators have been using this format until
2020, then the service introduced a new online App
The observations from the children's learning stories are then added to the educator's
monthly planner and reflected upon over the month.
The nominated supervisor sometimes joins the educators and children at the
saying, "It's a great opportunity to see the educators together, to discuss and share
ideas."
A training session on the new online App was held for educators in both

and

Information was sent to families at the beginning of the year on the program. This
included information on the Early Years Learning Framework.”
64.

Sub 01 evidence summary:
“The educator explained that she has access to resources and the EYLF via the App
and website. Training was provided last year on programming and has continued on
home visits with the nominated supervisor this year. The educator said she is still
learning how to use to the App.
The cycle of planning was observed via the children's portfolios. The service has
introduced a new App
and the educator said she has, "documented two group
observations but not for individual children or extended their learning yet."
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The reflection book has questions on what the children are learning, their interests,
what's next and what needs to be changed or improved.
Extension activities are recorded on the monthly planner under each of the five
learning outcomes with dates and who it is planned for. Last months planner sighted
and dated
2020 to
2020.
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The portfolios contain photos, artwork, observations, links to the learning outcomes
'Early Years Learning Framework' and future planning of activities.
Daily reflections are recorded on the new
children in the photos for families to see.

App and the educator can 'tag' the

The educator says she tries to record an observation, 'learning journey' for each child
at least twice a month.
Families were able to add ideas and comments to the children's portfolios, this has
now changed with the educator saying, "The families will be able to add their
comments straight onto the new App for us to see and then extend on."
65.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The educator is using the new online program saying, "I enjoy learning about the new
App and implementing it. My family assists me if I have any difficulties."
The educator uses a reflection sheet that asks questions on, 'What worked well?
Children's interests and What needs to be changed?' The sheet also includes a place
for 'Parents comments.'
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The children's portfolios are available to families. The educator explains she has been
trying to document the children's learning in the new App since
2020.
Extension activities are recorded on the monthly planner under each of the five
learning outcomes (EYLF) with dates and who it is planned for.”

66.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“The educator stated her reflections are documented in the program book and will
soon be added to the new App.
There are observations recorded for individual children with follow-up experiences in
the children's portfolios. The educator says, "I try to do two observations with
extensions twice a month."
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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The educator talks to families about the program during arrival and departure times.”
67.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“The educator explained the learning cycle and how children's interests are extended.
Since February this has been recorded in an online App
The educator stated
that she sends photos of the children to the families via Facebook as the families don't
have access to the App yet. This is a breach of Regulation 76.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator explained the new App to be like Facebook, "You take a photo, write an
observation, link to the learning outcomes, think about what's happening in the
learning and then where to next. It's really easy to follow on the App."
The monthly planner
2020, captures the educators reflections on the
'observations taken' over the month, 'what's next and anything to change', 'evaluation
and reflecting' and a space for 'parent comments'.
The educator reflects on the children's learning through a 'Belong, Being and
Becoming' page in the programming book. Questions include, 'Their joys? Their
complexities? How do I respond? What are the signs or evidence that this child feels
they belong? What significant changes has the child experienced in his or her life?'
There is documentation, children's artwork and photographs of past experiences on
display within the playroom.
The educator explains photos are posted on
what's happening.

68.

each day with a reflection of

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“An individual observation was developed following a music activity, a follow-up was
planned and implemented the following week.
The analysis of children's learning are brief and factual. There is minimal evidence of
critical reflection.
A cycle of planning is evident for individual children.
For example an observation dated
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2019 'Learning about
up activity planned for
for planned experiences.

vowels and consonants' a brief evaluation, with a follow2020, which has been noted in the program planner

Children's artworks are displayed throughout the indoor play spaces. Topics include:
Aboriginal art, Xrays and skeletons, Picasso paintings and four seasons.
The educator uses a group chat on her laptop to inform families on their child's
progress and participation in activities throughout the day.
The educator completes up to three learning stories a month per child.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
69.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“A physical program is available in the educators' residence.
In the month of
English into
program into

the educator has a program that has been translated from
for the families. The educator articulates how she translates the
for the families each month and sends it to them.

The educator completes critical reflection based on her program. The reflections
include what children have learnt, their interests and what needs to be improved.
The educator has completed reflection on both the program and children's learning.
The reflection is more evaluative than critical.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
70.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“Children's observation books have a 'Reflection' about being, belonging and
becoming" page. There is evidence of children's voices and their interests in the
reflection books, however this is not consistently seen in each child's observation book.
The educator has created her own programming format which is used each month.
The individual portfolios for each child in care is supplied by Family Day Care Scheme.
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The educator explained how she communications with the parents. A message
received from a family in
shows positive feedback and a suggestion to continue
developing a child's letter learning.
Photos of children engaged in play are displayed.
An entry in a child's portfolio on
2019 is about a child's participation in a
matching game. Follow up activity for a shapes puzzle game. There is no evaluation.
The educator has no indicated outcome.
The educator explained her understanding of the cycle of learning is when she
observes children's interests and uses this in the monthly program. The cycle of
assessment and planning does not incorporate follow up experiences being reflected
on.
Photos in portfolios indicate children have been involved in open-ended painting
experiences.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
71.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“A 'Program planner' for the period
2020 to
2020 was
reviewed. This had been completed by the educator and listed 'planned activities to
reflect principles'. These included dancing, necklace making, computer play, running,
shapes, 'Simon says', ABC, and Aboriginal painting.
The educator has both school age and pre-school age children enrolled. The program
planner does not specify which activities are for which age groups.
The educator explained that since the beginning of
2020 her programs have
been recorded in the
app, and not in the paper book used previously. The
authorised officer asked if families have access to the
app to view the current
program. The educator said families do not currently have access as educators are still
learning how to use it fully. This is a breach of regulation 75.
The authorised officer viewed the
app and the educator's program entry for
2020. The educator has not completed any reflections.
The educator was unaware of the term 'assessment and planning cycle'. The educator
said she had never had it explained.
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The educator is not aware of the term 'critical reflection'. She confirms that she
currently does not consciously undertake critical reflection of the children's learning
and development.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
72.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“An educator sits down and completes observations on a child as the child is playing
with play dough at the table.
Observations for children have no clear cycle of planning. An example of this for a
child dated
/2020 shows him playing with lego, the follow up activity is for
construction. The construction activity activity is not documented on the program and
no reflections have been completed throughout the process.
Observations and the program do not show any critical reflection completed.
Reflections that have been completed are more reflective of what has happened,
rather than critical.
The educator showed the authorised officer that she has started using the
application to record observations and the functionality will support the cycle of
planning in the future, however this has not yet been fully completed.
Children's portfolios and the program are available for families.
The educator explained that she sent home her portfolios for families to view at the
end of the year, and has now stapled them together to provide a "fresh start" for this
year.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
When asked if parents have access to the
application to see the activities and
learning for the day, the educator advised that the parents don't have a code at the
moment to access. The coordinator present during the visit stated only the educator
sees this at the moment and parents will soon have access.”
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73.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“An observation dated
2020 within an individual child's observation book
shows the educator evaluating the child's basketball skills.
'Ball games' was added to the program for the month of
from an observation on the child's basketball skills dated

as follow up activity
2020.

The educator provides a brief comment within the reflective questions prompts in the
'Reflecting about Being, Belonging and Becoming' section in a child's observation book
dated
/20. For example, 'Their complexities- what makes things difficult for the
child in my setting?' the educator's comments, 'She's shy'.
There is no evidence to illustrate a clear cycle of planning and there are minimal
analysis' of learning or links to show further planning and implementation is occurring
as an extension of a child's individual and group learning.
The educator noted in the 'parent's comments' in the program planner that a parent
suggested for her children to participate in 'Some more reading time so it can improve
the vocabulary of her kids'.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
There are six pieces of children's artwork displayed on the wall, 10 photos of the
children, two observations with photos from excursions to the park, three A4 posters
about the Early Years Learning Framework and A2 posters titled: All About Time;
Weather is Fun and Times Tables.
74.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 1.3:
“While there is a clear cycle of assessment and planning in place for some children this
is not consistently evident across the service since implementing the new online App
The change in programming formats has also affected the way educator's
share children's development and learning with families as many families don't have
access to the online App. Critical reflection is inconsistent with some educators
reflecting in the previous programming booklets and others not at all.”
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Standard 1.3: Provider’s feedback on draft report
75.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In relation to the authorised officer’s note that the
app referred to in the
service’s QIP was not fully operational and some families do not have access] “As
discussed above and with the Lead Authorised officer on the
March in person
at our
Office. The
app is still in its implementation stage. The physical
books both for the individual children observations and programming are still being
used by all educators with the functions of the App still in implementation stage. We
are confident that the Authorised Officers could have ignored this evidence. Of the
educators visited more than have full now functionality of the App the remaining
complement with the physical paper documentation as per evidence attached here.
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the process stated in the QIP
around families receiving a “progress feedback of Learning” every day when
collecting children was not occurring] “The physical program books are availed to all
parents at pickup and collection of children, even for those families not yet accessing
the one-month old
App, had the books accessible at each venue every single
parents. We have attached the books as evidence and the officers had the opportunity
to witness or required for this information at the time. And at times it was requested
and provided as evidenced in the draft reports.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note a process described in the QIP involving
that fortnightly observations of children and future planning was not occurring
consistently] “Incorrect. Please see above notes.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that a programming book and critical
reflection journal referred to in the QIP are not available as described in the QIP]
“Incorrect. Please see above notes.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note regarding lack of assessment of
children’s learning against program outcomes – regulation 74] “Incorrect. Please see
note on previous page.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that a copy of the program was not
seen to be kept at the residence – regulation 75] “Incorrect. Please see note on
previous page.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note about families not being provided with
information about the content of the program and the service’s routines as required
by regulation 76] “Incorrect. Please see note on previous page. Parents have access to
the individual programing and conversation books at educators' residences evidence
which is attached. The service understands, the Authorized officers where focused on
finding out if all the educators where in fact very skilled in using the new
Programming App. Most educators have contended that some Authorized officers
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were not concerned on the programing and documentation evidence provided if it was
not on the
App. However, At more than one house in both
and
some authorised officers verified that the observation books are in fact completed
both on paper and on the App (draft report). At other residences a request to see
books where an educator is still gaining advised skills on the app where ignored even
when this information was pointed up to the lead Authorised officers that the service
is still undergoing still using both the App and physical books. This information was
also provided in the QIP.”

Standard 1.3: Final report
76.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 1.3 between the draft report and the
final report. Elements 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 remained Not Met, and the rating for
Standard 1.3 remained Working Towards NQS.

Standard 1.3: First tier review
77.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 1.3 amended to
Meeting NQS.

78.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 1.3.

79.

In relation to Element 1.3.1, the panel stated:
“The panel considered the evidence collected by the authorised officers and
acknowledged that there is a planning process in place for children that is supported
by the service’s coordinators. However, the panel agreed that the evidence recorded
was insufficient in demonstrating a complete cycle of learning, which includes an
evaluation and follow up of planned experiences.
The panel also recognised that coordinators review the program and children’s
observations on each home visit, and offer ideas and support to ensure that all
children are included in the program. Despite this, the authorised officers’ evidence
indicates that some educators demonstrate a limited understanding of the
requirements of this element.
The panel reviewed the approved provider’s submissions and acknowledged that the
service is in a transition phase for implementing an online application for
programming. The panel also recognised that educators record observations of
children regularly, although there is no clear link between those observations and
programmed experiences, or each child’s progression through these experiences.
Additionally, no evidence was included to show how educators use physical books or
the online application to consistently complete a cycle of planning for children at the
service. During examination of the approved provider’s evidence, the panel noted that
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a number of examples of children’s documentation were dated post-visit. Those
examples, therefore, could not be considered by the panel during this review.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 1.3.1 as not met.
80.

In relation to Element 1.3.2, the panel stated:
“The panel discussed the authorised officers’ notes and found that there is some
allowance for reflection through the program, where educators are encouraged to
reflect on their own learning and on each child’s progression. While educators keep
factual notes or some evaluations in reflections, these are limited in demonstrating
that all educators have a clear understanding of critical reflection processes or that
educators regularly engage in critical reflection for each child as part of the
assessment and planning process.
The panel examined all content relating to programming submitted by the approved
provider and agreed that the evidence did not explicitly or adequately respond to the
authorised officers’ evidence, to demonstrate that educators engage in an ongoing
critical reflection process that informs program planning.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 1.3.2 as not met.

81.

In relation to Element 1.3.3, the panel stated:
“The panel reviewed the documentation prepared by the authorised officer and found
that the change in the programming format impacted how educators share learning
with families. This was demonstrated by two educators using the online application
from
2020 to
2020, and no longer using paper-based copies, although
families did not yet have access to the online application.
The panel also noted that National Regulation 75 – Information about educational
program to be kept available, was marked as no by the officer.
The panel recognised that the approved provider has some systems in place to share
information with families. However, the evidence submitted did not clearly show how
families are informed of the educational program or their child’s progress. The panel
also assessed the approved provider’s claims that during the transition to the online
application, families had access to their child’s physical portfolios. However, there was
insufficient evidence documented to demonstrate that this information was
consistently available to all families.
The panel also reviewed the approved provider’s evidence of a physical program
planner and noted that it was dated to
2020. The panel commented that
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this is consistent with the authorised officers’ evidence that some educators stopped
using physical planners when transitioning to the online application.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 1.3.3 as not met.
82.

Following first tier review, the rating for Standard 1.3 remained Working Towards
NQS as Elements 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 were found to be Not Met.

Standard 1.3: Second tier review
83.

At second tier review, the provider sought to have the rating for Elements 1.3.1, 1.3.2
and 1.3.3 amended to Met, which would have resulted in the rating for Standard 1.3
being amended to Meeting NQS.

84.

The provider made the following submission in relation to Elements 1.3.1, 1.3.2, and
1.3.3:
During this transition period [from paper-based programming to the
app],
notwithstanding that some parents were still getting login access, all parents also
continued to have had access to their child’s portfolios (physical books sighted by
Assessors) and also provided feedback in physical programming books as sighted. This
was not considered.

85.

The provider cited examples of parent feedback as evidence.

Standard 1.3: Second tier review decision
Element 1.3.1
86.

The panel could not find clear evidence of a cycle of assessment and planning being in
place for all children, and noted that there were statements by educators in the
evidence admitting that individual planning was not always occurring. The panel
noted extracts of children’s portfolios in the evidence but could find no evaluation or
analysis of the information collected about children and the decision made to extend
learning. There was also no evidence of reflective practice influencing ongoing
learning and development and informing curriculum decisions.

87.

The panel noted that some educators explicitly stated that curriculum planning had
never been explained to them, and they had a lack of understanding in this area.
Some templates were provided, but there was limited systematic implementation,
especially where templates were empty.
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88.

The panel was concerned to see that some educators’ performance appraisals
showed that educators had requested support in the area of documentation of
children’s learning, but there was no indication of what support was provided nor if
any evidence of follow-up made to support those educators to develop skills in this
area. The panel felt that providing support to educators to develop skills in this area,
in the context of transitioning to the OWNA app where educators would have to use
these new skills in an unfamiliar environment was a significant and important
undertaking which the service did not appear to have adequately addressed.

89.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating of Element 1.3.1 as Not Met.

Element 1.3.2
90.

In relation to Element 1.3.2, the panel again cited the example of the
observation, and noted that there was no critical reflection done in relation to this.
The panel also noted that some of the evidence provided in this area was dated after
the assessment and rating visit, and therefore could not be considered. While some
evidence was within scope, the evidence purported to demonstrate critical reflection
was descriptive rather than critically reflective, and did not show an understanding of
the requirements of this Element.

91.

Although there was some evidence of systems in place to support critical reflection,
there was no evidence that critical reflection was occurring or having a meaningful
influence on programming decisions consistently across the service.

92.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating of Element 1.3.2 as Not Met.

Element 1.3.3
93.

In relation to Element 1.3.3 the panel noted there was some feedback from families
about issues relating to COVID-19 and social distancing measures adopted by the
service. However, the evidence showed that the service hoped that families would
start to engage once the transition to the
app is complete, suggesting that
engagement at the time of assessment and rating was minimal. The panel could not
find evidence of parent input in the program beyond the ‘All about me’ sheets
completed by parents. By the service’s own admission, some parents did not yet have
access to the
app.

94.

While there was some feedback from and engagement with parents, it was of a
functional nature (e.g., about allergies or COVID-19) and did not sufficiently
demonstrate the requirements of this Element to inform parents about the service’s
program and their individual child’s learning. There was no evidence that the panel
considered to be relational or reciprocal communication, nor provided in multiple
formats that suits families’ needs.

95.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 1.3.3 as Not Met
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Standard 2.1
Standard 2.1 is:
Each child’s health and physical activity is supported and promoted

Standard 2.1: Assessment and rating
96.

The regulatory authority initially assessed Element 2.1.1 as Not Met, and assessed
Standard 2.1 as Significant Improvement Required.

97.

Evidence of practice for Standard 2.1 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.

98.

Evidence summary:
“Nappy change and sleep/eat charts are now documented on the

App.

The approved provider emailed the officer on
2020 and provided a risk
assessment on COVID 19 with guiding questions and an action plan for educators to
use within their residence.
The approved provider emailed the officer on
2020, with a 'Cover Your Cough'
and 'Stop, Sanitise Your Hands On Entry' posters for the educators to display and use
in their residence.
The approved provider emailed the officer on
2020 with a 'Parent and Visitor
Health Declaration' form that has been developed to support educators with the
spread of the COVID 19.
The approved provider emailed the officer on
2020 and provided a template for
educators to use if they needed to close their service due to COVID19, 'COVID-19
Closure of Service Letter to Families'.
The approved provider emailed the officer to inform that all educators had completed
online training from the Australian Government Department of Health in 'Infection
Control Training COVID 19'. Dated
2020.
Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
On
2020, the approved provider phoned the parent of the child with an egg
allergy and advised that the child couldn't return to care until the educator had a
medical management plan from the doctor.
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The approved provider and nominated supervisor informed the officer on
2020,
that the service doesn't have any children with specific medical conditions that require
a medical management plan, risk minimsation plan or communication plan. No risk
minimisation plans or communication plans were sighted for any child at the principal
office.
'Medication' and 'Incident, Illness and Accident' forms are located on the Family Day
Care website for educators and families to access.
Exclusion letters for families are located on the website for educators to distribute to
families when needed such as, Hand, Foot and Mouth disease, Head Lice and Diarrhea
and Vomiting.
The services Medical Conditions Policy,
states that the Approved
Provider/Management will ensure, 'A Medical Management Plan/Risk
Minimisation Plan has been developed in consultation with families and the child's
medical practitioner' and that 'All children with a diagnosed medical condition must
have a risk minimisation plan in place and a meeting will be arranged with the
parents/guardian as soon as the service has been advised of the medical condition.'
The nominated supervisor keeps an up to date record of all children's immunisation
status through the online platform
When children are due for their next
vaccinations the nominated supervisor will email the family with a reminder.
Educators receive information on 'Munch and Move' and healthy eating from the
coordinators on visits or via email.”
99.

Sub 01 evidence summary:
“A child asked for a drink of water. The educator goes to the fridge and finds the
child's labelled water bottle. The educator also offers a drink to the other Family Day
Care child. The educator has two sleep mats available for rest time or the educator
said they can also rest on the lounge. Children bring their own linen.

This practice doesn't align with the services 'Sick children' policy nor the
'Incident, Illness and Accident' policy which states, 'Children, educators and staff with
diarrhoea and/or vomiting will be excluded until the diarrhoea and/or vomiting has
stopped for at least 48 hours.' This is a breach of Regulation 88.
The educator doesn't have any children in care that require a cot or nappy change
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bench.
The educator explained the process for administering medication, checking labels,
times and dosage. The educator said she doesn't administer Panadol for children with
high temperatures instead phones the parent straight away and the child is collected
from care.
The educator said she encourages the families to bring cold foods so she doesn't have
to spend time reheating and being away from the children. Children bring in
sandwiches and fruit. On the occasion they bring in chocolate the educator will ask
them to eat the 'everyday' foods first then the chocolate.
Information sheets are displayed on infectious diseases and 'time out' periods for
different illnesses. The educator explained that she refers to the poster, policy or asks
the coordinator when in doubt.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
One room has several large lounges for children to use and relax on.
Children's lunch boxes are stored in the fridge. Children are able to access them
independently or ask the educator for items from their lunch box. The educator has a
separate fridge for water bottle storage.
100.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The children bring their own afternoon tea of sandwiches and fruit.
Stretcher beds are available if needed for rest throughout the school holidays.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The displayed information includes information on CPR, poisonous plants, infectious
diseases, COVID-19 and healthy eating.
The educator encourages outdoor play of ball games,
and group running
games, everyday. The group experiences are recorded in the program with a photo
and reflection.
The educator has two playrooms and the children can move freely between spaces,
choosing a quiet area for reading, drawing or home work.
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The educator explained what she would do if a child hurt themselves, which form she
would complete and then informing families.
The children use their own school water bottles while in care.
The educator advised that she doesn't have any children in care with medical
management plans or specific medical conditions.
101.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“Healthy eating posters are displayed in the playroom. The educator says she
encourages families to bring healthy foods like sandwiches and fruit.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator has the beds set up in an area that she can easily supervise and do
regular checks.
The educator and children discuss what they had for breakfast. One child says, "toast
with Vegemite". The educator explains, "the children will often eat breakfast before
they come but I always offer it to them just in case someone is hungry."
The educator explains that the school aged children choose to go to school at 8.15am
each day so they can join their friends at the 'breakfast club'.
Information sheets on the COVID-19 and a reminder to wash hands are displayed in
the parent information area.
The educator and children discuss the corona virus and how to prevent it saying,
"Wash hands, cough into your elbow, stay away from each other."
The educator has a double bed and two stretcher beds for children's sleep and rest.
The children wash their hands before going to school. The educator encourages the
children to dry their hands using paper towel.
Children bring their own water bottles and refill them throughout the day.
The school aged children bring their own afternoon tea however, the educator has
fruit and biscuits available if someone forgets theirs or is hungry.
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102.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator has a large poster in the entry way that reads, 'Stop, Sanitise Your Hands
On Entry' with hand sanitiser available for use nearby.
The educator has completed a food safety course. Her certificate is displayed.
Posters on 'Australian Guide to Healthy Eating' and 'Eat Healthy, Stay Strong and Live
Long' are displayed for children and families.
The educator explained that she regular reminds and asks families to bring healthy
lunch for the children such as, sandwiches, soups, fruit and vegetables. If the family
bring something not so healthy such as a meat pie she will remind them to bring
something different the next day. After school care children bring their own afternoon
tea.
The educator explained that she doesn't have any children with milk or formula
bottles this year but in the past if bottles needed to be heated she would use warm
water.
The educator has a cot (meeting Australian Standards), a single bed and two stretcher
beds for the children to use at rest time.
The child has access to his water bottle throughout the morning. The educator
reminds the child to have a 'big drink' after morning tea.
The educator completes daily fridge temperature checks and records it on the
App.
The educator explained how she changes a child's nappy, ending with, "I wipe the
nappy change mat over with a baby wipe after each change" The educator showed
the officer the 'baby wipes' which are normal baby wipes used for wiping a child's
bottom. She then washes both hers and the child's hands with soap and water or with
hand sanitiser. This is a breach of Regulation 77.
A 'Munch and Move' poster is displayed for families.
Children are encouraged to be involved in physical activity and games throughout the
day such as soccer,
the sandpit, bikes and obstacle course.
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The children rest after lunch time. The educator explains this also depends on arrival
and departure times has not all children are there all day.
The pergola area has a lounge where children are able to relax and rest.
The educator advised that she documents the children's nappy changes on
App.
103.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
A child's enrolment form states 'Yes' for a child having an allergy. The educator
confirms the child has an allergy to egg and advises she does not serve or cook
anything with egg. The authorised officer asked to sight the child's action plan and risk
minimisation plan. The educator and coordinator were unaware of these requested
documents. The educator was asked about her processes in minimising the risk of an
allergic reaction, the educator stated all families are aware of the child's allergy. There
is no sign displayed in the service indicating there is a child attending with an allergy.
The child was in attendance during the visit. This is a breach of regulation 162(d).
When asked how the child with the allergy would react to exposure to egg, the
educator was unable to provide an answer. The authorised officer advised the
educator to call the child's family member to confirm. The educator confirmed with
the parent and informed the authorised officers that the child would develop a rash.
The educator assists a child with toilet training. The educator counts while the child
washes their hands.
Families bring in toothpaste and a tooth brush for their children. The educator helps
children clean their teeth. The authorised officer asked how often the children clean
their teeth at the service, the educator advises the children clean their teeth once a
day, after lunch. The toothpaste and tooth brushes are then taken home at the end of
every day.
A box with a packet of wipes, roll of tissues and water bottles are available and
accessible to children.
A nappy container box is filled with nappies, a box of disposable gloves, wipes and a
mat, with a sign stating 'nappy area'.
A visual hand washing and teeth brushing information sheet is displayed on the wall
beside the bathroom sink.
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For 'PE Class' the educator has a selection of outdoor equipment to promote physical
activity for the children, such as dominoes, a children's golf set, footballs, cones, tennis
rackets and hurdle jumps.
The children were eating fruit loops and milk for breakfast upon entering the visit.
The educator is aware that she needs to complete an administration of medication
form if any of the children require medication during the day.
A four week rotating menu provides children with a variety of healthy options for
breakfast and morning and afternoon tea.
Children bring their own lunches to the service, such as sushi. The educator monitors
the food to ensure families are providing healthy options.
The educator moves the children's water bottles into the play room when they move
from the meals room.
Once the children have finished their breakfast the educator cleans the table with a
baby wipe, and then uses anti-bacterial spray with a clean cloth.
The last time the educator had to use her first aid kit was about 10 days ago. One of
the children scrapped their knee and the educator applied a bandaid.
A child is passed a tissue by the educator to blow his nose. The child blows his nose,
but does not wash his hands after.
If a child is not willing to have a sleep the educator will read a book with them.
Families provide sheets for their children's rest time. The parents take the sheets home
at the end of the week to wash them.
The authorised officer asked the educator if she was implementing any extra hygiene
measures in relation to COVID-19. The educator says they all wash their hands for 20
seconds and use hand sanitiser. She takes the children's temperatures every two to
three hours and makes sure they haven't been overseas recently. She also ensures
none of the children have a cough.
The educator says at this moment, if any children become ill they are not able to
attend her service until she has received a medical certificate from their doctor.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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After assisting a child use the toilet the educator washes her hands.
104.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“The educator has arranged for a sports coach to come and work with the children
each week.
The educator explained that if a child is unwell she would take the child's temperature,
call the family, and monitor the child until they can be collected. The educator said she
requires a doctor certificate for the child to return.
The educator states she sends information on healthy eating to families every couple
of months.
A child has documented
on his enrolment record. The coordinator
was not aware of this and stated the child only attended for one week and did not
have any documents relating to the child's health including a risk minimsation plan or
communication plan. This is a breach of Regulation 162(d).
Children attend the local park for movement activities.
Equipment including a soccer net is available for children outside, and foam climbing
equipment available inside for children.
The educator plays some soft music for children when sleeping, depending on the
children's preference.
Children are provided each with a stretcher bed and children bring their own linen.
The educator stays with the children and pats them to sleep.
Children's beds have been arranged with distance between them. Children are
provided individual bedding materials.
Drinking water in a jug with cups are available for children.
Hand washing signs and posters are visible on the walls.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”
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105.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“The educator explains the children wash their hands before they eat, and after
outdoor play time. The educator asks children to cover their nose when sneezing and
use tissues or wipes to wipe their nose.
A "peanut free zone" sign is displayed in the foyer wall.
The educator states families provide food for their child, families are encouraged to
bring healthy foods such as fruit, yogurt and sandwiches.
The educator was able to explain safe sleep practices, which is to complete a 15
minute observation checks and record times of sleeping.
The educator describes that she wears gloves when she is changing a nappy, and
washes her hands before and after doing it. A hand washing poster is displayed in the
bathroom area.
A child in care is listed as having allergies/asthma (reaction to spinach and eggs)
listed. No medical action plan, communication plan or risk minimisation plan is in
place for the child. The coordinator stated the child has been enrolled for one year and
nothing has happen. This is a breach of Regulation 162(d).
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

106.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“The educator encourages the children to wash their hands upon arrival and after
eating fruit for breakfast.
There are two posters displayed in the room providing written and pictorial
information about COVID-19.
The authorised officer asked if the educator had put any measures in place to help
minimise the spread of COVID-19 and to protect the children. The educator explained
that if any child had a cough, fever, sore throat, was sneezing or had any other
symptoms then she would send them home. She said they all wash their hands more
often and she sanitises surfaces by wiping them with water and then spraying Glen 20
on them. The educator confirmed none of her families had been overseas recently. The
educator did not mention anything about social distancing.
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The educator explains that she offers the toddlers their water bottles every 30
minutes. The school aged children help themselves, however she does also give them
regular reminders to drink water.
The children are eating fresh fruit for breakfast.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
107.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“Information on the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating is displayed in the play space.
The educator explains that for children who enter the service have their families
spoken with in relation to their general health as they arrive. Families will be
supported to seek medical advice and clearances may be required before returning to
education and care.
The educator provides care for children of different ages. A lounge, cot and stretcher
beds are available for children to rest and sleep on.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
While the educator has blank accident forms, she states she had not needed to
complete one as yet.
A coordinator was asked by the educator to stay with the child while we got some
documents for authorised officers. The coordinator did not sit with the child while she
ate.
A child enroled at the educators residence has Asthma circled under medical
conditions. When asked if the child has a medical action plan, communication plan, or
risk minimization plan. The educator and coordinator stated they did not. This is a
breach of Regulation 162. On the
2020, the approved provider emailed a copy of
the child's action plan for her asthma. No other documents were received.

108.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“A hand washing fact sheet printed from an educational website was displayed on the
door leading to the hand washing facilities. The fact sheet notes information on the
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importance of hand washing and the appropriate steps to take on how and when to
wash hands.
The painting table was wiped down and cleaned with water and a tissue.
There are two posters from the Department of Health displayed. One poster highlights
the warning signs of COVID-19: a fever, a cough, a sore throat or shortness of breath.
The second poster dated
2020 is headed 'Information for schools and
early childhood centres, students and their parents'. The poster explains: when
students and staff cannot attend school or childcare, what 'isolate in your home'
means, and what to do if a student or staff member becomes sick while in isolation.
Three children sitting at the table beside one another. A child begins to cough into her
hand and sleeve. The authorised officer asked the educator about her awareness of
the COVID-19 and what preventative measures she has in place. The educator says
"Child has a cough, families asked not to bring children". The authorised officer
advised the educator that she has a child who is currently coughing, the educator
replies "Not only cough, fever as well". The educator and coordinator were advised to
call the parent and request the child to be picked up immediately. The educator was
advised to wash the child's hands. The approved provider emailed a medical clearance
for the child on
2020. The medical certificate is dated
2020.
In relation to the current COVID-19 pandemic, the educator advises children are
encouraged to wash their hands or use hand sanitiser when entering and leaving the
residence as well as in the car.
Hand sanitiser was available upon entry. The educator requested the authorised
officers to use it prior to signing the visitor book and commencing the visit.
Two children's stretcher beds and a sleeping/rest area are available for children's rest
needs.
The educator and children regularly visit
Park. The excursion form reads
the visit to the park is for physical activity purposes, with the educator ticking the
relevant boxes for the excursion such as, 'outdoor activity; physical activity; enhance
interaction skill; gain self confident; picnic and enhance social skill'.
There is a large mat on the tiled floor in the lounge and there are four cushions
against the wall.
A large TV is fixed to the wall in the sleeping and quiet area space.
Hand pump liquid soap is available for hand washing.
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Above the sign-in table there is a poster displayed, which certifies the educator
completed a food safety training course on
2020.
The first aid kit is stored on a shelf. The shelf is too high for the educator to reach. The
educator advises that she has to get a chair to stand on in order to reach it. The
authorised officer suggests that the educator and coordinator reflect on the
accessibility of the first aid kit in an emergency.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
109.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 2.1:
“Educators provide appropriate opportunities for children to rest and sleep throughout
the day and healthy eating and physical activity is promoted. While there are some
appropriate strategies in place to promote hygiene practices and support children's
health, the service has not ensured required medical management plans and risk
minimisation plans are in place for all children with medical conditions or that all
educators follow policies on hygiene and sick children in care.

Standard 2.1: Provider’s feedback on draft report
110.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes about access to children’s health
information on the
app as described in the QIP not being in place] “Very
incorrect and misleading. ALL educators have an emergency folder containing all
children’s enrolment form details, emergency procedures, child protection steps and
contacts etc. The service is extremely confident of this fact.
The assertion that the
app is now the only source of information was a
judgment by the Authorized officer who attained to the physical files.
The parents are given a copy of the enrolment and other relevant documents at and
prior to commencement. The authorised officers were not acting in concert, and it
now appears cross sharing of information among the offices could have been
inadequate.
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that medication is not kept out of
children’s reach and in a locked cupboard] “Medication is always kept high above
children’s reach, to the best knowledge of the service, across the board”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that medical management plans are
not developed in partnership with health professionals] “Incorrect, see above note”
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[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that safe food-handling procedures
are not followed and that children are not encouraged to eat healthy food first] “All
family day care Educators have completed the Food handling course (evidence
is attached). The incidents of the Authorised Officers
at the coordinator during
the assessment and rating process and speaking to some educators like criminals who
are being investigated, did not present the best environment to follow and remember
all procedures and practices by most educators. Regardless, the affected educators
calmly managed to push through the stress and complete the process. (The affected
educators in
).
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that not all staff are aware of the
medical conditions or always follow it, a breach of regulations 90-91, 163]
“Incorrect, see note above.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that not all educators and families
follow the service’s policies and procedures around dealing with infectious disease
outbreaks] “Incorrect. The service showcased to the lead Authorized officer the steps
taken by the service with infectious diseases, especially with the COVID19. It is clear
that all the Authorized officers were not in sink in relations to sharing the information
discussed with the Approved Provider. We are very confident as a service that our
practices here, were evidenced for Authorized officers to identify. We however, cannot
verify incidences of stress or where an educator was under enormous pressure from
the Authorized Officers.

Standard 2.1: Final report
111.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 2.1 between the draft report and the
final report. Element 2.1.2 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard 2.1
remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 2.1: First tier review
112.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 2.1 amended to
Meeting NQS.

113.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 2.1. The panel stated:
“The panel considered the evidence recorded by the authorised officers and
acknowledged that educators were supported by the principal office during the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, the panel found a number of instances where the
service did not implement appropriate practices in relation to this element. Some
evidence from Element 2.2.1 related to health concerns was considered under this
element, in support of the panel’s decision.
Through an examination of the authorised officers’ notes, the panel found some
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occasions where the service did not implement effective illness and injury
management. Of particular concern was that several children attending the service
had specific medical conditions documented on their enrolment forms, which had not
been discussed or addressed by educators or the coordination unit. The panel were
also concerned that no medical management plans, risk minimisation plans or
communication plans were in place for children with medical needs, which is a
requirement under the National Regulations.
The authorised officers’ notes also included evidence of further concerns in regards to
illness management, such as an educator’s child interacting with other children while
unwell; and where a sick child was not sent home by educators until it was suggested
by the authorised officer. Additionally, the panel found some instances where hygiene
practices were not consistently implemented in relation to cleaning during nappy
changes and handwashing.
The panel acknowledged the approved provider’s feedback that an asthma plan has
been developed for a child with this condition. However, no risk minimisation plan or
communication plan was provided for any child with a medical condition. The panel
determined that this shows that a number of children with health conditions were not
adequately supported through educators’ knowledge, or by the documentation
required under the National Regulations.
The panel also considered the approved provider’s claims that the educator used a
regular baby wipe to clean the nappy change mat, as antibacterial wipes were not
available because of COVID-19 shortages. However, this response is inconsistent with
guidance from the Staying Healthy document, which recommends that services use
detergent and warm water during cleaning processes.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 2.1.2 as not met.
The panel assessed the risks demonstrated in the evidence collected for this Standard,
and determined that the educators lack of awareness of medical conditions and
related practices presents an unacceptable risk to the health, safety and wellbeing of
children in care. Standard 2.1 will therefore be rated at Significant Improvement
Required.
114.

Following first tier review, Element 2.1.2 remained Not Met, and the rating for
Standard 2.1 remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 2.1: Second tier review
115.

At second tier review, the provider again sought to have the rating for Standard 2.1
amended to Meeting NQS. This required Element 2.1.2 to be amended to Met, and
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the rating for Standard 2.1 to be amended from Significant Improvement Required to
Meeting NQS. It was also open to the panel to confirm Element 2.1.2 as Not Met, but
amend the rating for Standard 2.1 to Working Towards.
116.

The Provider made a number of submissions in relation to Standard 2.1, set out
below:
“Enrolment form ticks were parent errors.”
“Allergy, child never attended/or finished enrolled.”
“Egg allergy was not allergy.”
“No prior diagnosis.”
“Service requested, asthma plan given.”
“Educator’s child not sick. Missed school. Over eat prior night”
“Educator’s own child was not sick. Missed school. Child had overeaten prior night.
The Educator availed this information to the lead assessor. Educator’s email
attached.”

Standard 2.1: Second tier review decision
Element 2.1.2
117.

The panel raised a number of concerns in relation to Standard 2.1 and Element 2.1.2,
including an educator being unaware of requirements regarding their own unwell
child being home from school at the same venue as the service. The panel also noted
that much of the evidence consisted of photos of particular areas such as an
educator’s stock of wipes and gloves, but commented that this was simply evidence
of supply of these items, not of processes or systems involving their effective use.

118.

Once again, some evidence consisted of forms, letters, or templates, which were of
limited use to the panel. For example, a letter regarding allergies was not
accompanied by an allergy action plan, and an asthma plan for a child was dated after
the assessment and rating visit and could not be considered. The panel was also
concerned that a first aid kit was stored in a location not accessible without standing
on a step ladder.

119.

The panel commented that evidence consisting of posters displaying correct
procedure (e.g., hand washing) were of limited use as evidence as they did not
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demonstrate whether these processes were consistently implemented or how they
were monitored. There was also evidence that educators themselves noted that they
did not have a strong understanding of all aspects of health and safety, which had not
been addressed by way of professional support by the provider who believed this not
to be the case.
120.

The panel was concerned that the response to questions by the authorised officer
regarding a child’s allergy was met with a statement that nothing had happened in a
year, so no allergy plan was needed. The panel stated that a child with an allergy not
having a reaction within a year is fortunate, and not a sign of good allergy
management, and carries risk with potential extreme consequences.

121.

The panel observed that the limited evidence of systems did not include evidence of
how those systems were understood, promoted and implemented by all educators.
The panel stated that it would be unlikely to have so many documented lapses in an
environment where effective illness and injury management systems were
consistently promoted and implemented as is required by the Element.

122.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 2.1.2 as Not Met.

123.

The panel then discussed whether the rating for Standard 2.1 should be Significant
Improvement Required or Working Towards NQS. The panel discussed the nature of
the risks involved in not meeting Standard 2.1, and noted that the consequences of
poor illness and injury management have the potential to be catastrophic and include
the serious injury or death of a child. Where proper procedures and practices are not
consistently adhered to as the evidence appeared to demonstrate, there is an
increased chance of an incident occurring, and where the potential consequences are
so severe, the panel agreed there is no option but to confirm the rating for the
Standard as Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 2.2
Standard 2.2 is:
Each child is protected

Standard 2.2: Assessment and rating
124.

The regulatory authority initially assessed all three Elements under Standard 2.2 as
Not Met, and subsequently determined a rating of Significant Improvement Required
for Standard 2.1.

125.

Evidence of practice for Standard 2.2 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
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summaries and is set out below.
126.

Evidence summary:
“The approved provider explained that they have recently updated the services child
protection policy which is now available on the service's website for educators to
access. The policy book at the educator's residence would still have the old details as
they only print the policies once a year.
Emergency bags are given to each educator by the service for excursions or transport.
The approved provider stated that, "No educators in the service collect children from
their homes in the mornings, only from school."
The approved provider emailed a 'Risk assessment for pets' and the 'Code of Conduct
for Children' for Educator 1(Cat) on
2020. The form has a footer note saying
Family day care's pet risk assessment
2020' and 'next reviewed
2021'. Educator 1 has signed and dated the form
2020.
and risk assessment' document was emailed to the officer by
the approved provider on
2020. Each educator with a
has signed and
dated the risk assessment along with a coordinator.
Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
The approved provider and nominated supervisor advised the officer that no children
travel by bus when out on an excursion saying, "They all walk or travel by car. No one
travels on a bus."
The approved provider stated that the risk assessment for potential emergencies and
the emergency plans for the service have not been developed in consultation with any
relevant authorities.
The child protection policy has incorrect reporting details, listing
On
2020, the approved provider emailed the officer stating he had revised the child
protection policy. The policy now has the correct NSW Child Protection helpline
number however, the policy still refers to
Child Protection agency 'Child
Safety' and support services 'Child Connect'.
The 'Educators Workplace Safety' checklist is completed before the educator is register
with the service and then done annually once approved.
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First Aid and CPR posters are displayed.
An information pamphlet on poisonous plants is displayed and is an easy referral for
the educator.
The educator explained that she applies sunscreen to each child before going outside
as some parents forget to apply it. The educator said they haven't been outside today
so no sunscreen on.
Sun Smart posters displayed.
Emergency contact numbers and local contact numbers are displayed.
The educator and children conduct emergency rehearsals every three months. The
educator explained they practice scenarios of fire, storm and intruder. Last rehearsal
dated
2020.
Family authorisations to use the educator's

were sighted.

The educator explained that she has never had the two child car seats or anchor
points checked by an authorised person saying, "I didn't realise I had to do that".
The educator's 'Educators Workplace Safety checklist' includes 'Anchor points are
checked annually by an authorised checking station' along with 'A child restraint/seat
belt suitable for the age and size of each child is available. Restraints are in good
repair and meet AUS/NZ standards'.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator explained that she recently moved residences and that she completed a
new home safety checklist with the nominated supervisor before the Family Day Care
children returned to care.
128.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The educator and children have regular excursions during vacation care, "
and
days at
the educator explains. All required
documentation sighted.

days at

The educator explains, "I supervise them all when we are outside, we all stay
together."
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The educator has risk assessments for potential emergencies and explains she
practices "fire, lock down and storms every three months."
The educator said she would write down any (child protection) concerns and then
discuss it with the coordinator. She has never made a report but feels she would need
to ring the Department's helpline with the coordinator and report it.
The educator also displays the Principal office's emergency instructions underneath
the educator's emergency instructions.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The emergency evacuation bag is hanging in the corner of the room. The educator
says, "the office gave each of us an emergency bag which we can also take on
excursions."
The educator has placed a child safety gate across the entry to the kitchen saying, "it
stops the children freely accessing the kitchen, I'm happy to get things for them."
The educator's fire extinguisher and fire blanket do not have a testing tag attached.
The educator informed the officer that they had never been tested. The fire
extinguisher is dated
129.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator asks the approved provider to look after the child while the officer and
her go outside. The educator identified that children can't be left with anyone else.
The educator has the risk assessment and authorisations for her husband to drive the
children to school with the educator present. The educator explained she walks the
children inside the school gates so she knows they are safe.
The educator explained that she likes "everyone to be outside or inside" for
supervision.
The educator and children rehearse the emergency procedures of evacuation and lock
down every three months with the last rehearsal completed on
2020.
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The emergency evacuation plan and simple instructions are displayed near the front
door.
The educator explained that she would report any child protection concerns to the
helpline as she is a mandatory reporter. The educator would also discuss the concern
with the nominated supervisor.
The educator explains she checks children sleeping every 15 minutes and documents
the checks.
Upon arriving at the residence the educator asks the authorised officer to sign the
visitor register.
The educator is familiar with safe sleeping practices.
The educator asks the approved provider to play and supervisor the child while she
shows the officer around her home.
A list of emergency phone numbers is displayed.
The educator has risk assessments for potential emergencies in a folder that were
given to her by the nominated supervisor, such as fire, bomb, earthquake, storm,
flood, electrical, infectious diseases, strangers and excursions.”
131.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“Each child has a completed individual 'excursion authorisation form' for the local
park and
library excursions. In addition there is a separate 'excursion risk
management plan' for the two excursions, with parent permissions attached.
However, no route is attached to either. Also the library excursion risk assessment
states the educator and children travel by bus, however the risks listed related to
travel by car. This is a breach of regulation 101.
During the visit, an inquiry was made with the principal office about the risk
assessment which states the educator and children travel by bus, but the risks listed
refer to travel by car. The Principal Office advised that none of their educators travel
by public transport. However, the educator confirmed the bus route she takes when
conducting the excursion.
Cleaning products such as multi-purpose spray cleaner is located on a high shelf in the
kitchen space.
Accessible plug sockets are all covered with socket covers.
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The child requests to go to the bathroom, the educator followed the child to maintain
supervision.
The educator advises another child to sit down outside the bathroom whilst another
child uses it.
A blind cord hanging down is accessible to children. The authorised officer advised the
educator of the hazard and recommended it be moved out of reach. The educator
immediately tied up the cord and placed it behind the blind.
The educator holds the child's hands and helps the child down from the step.
A risk assessment for potential emergencies was available. It covers fire, bomb
threats/suspected devices, earthquake/collapse of building, storms, floods, electrical
hazards, infectious disease, entry of strangers or serious violence, staff/children and
volunteer lost on an excursion. However, it does not cover the gas hob in the kitchen
space. The coordinator was advised the risk assessment was missing an assessment of
the risks surrounding gas leaks/explosions.
The authorised officer asked the educator if any of her enrolled children have medical
conditions. The educator said none of them have any medical conditions. It was later
discovered that one child has an allergy to egg.
The educator told the authorised officer that emergency evacuation drills need to
occur every three months.
The educator explains that if a child was seriously injured she would call 000.
When children are sleeping the educator checks on them every 15 minutes. The
educator checks on the children's breathing.
The educator has an emergency evacuation bag.
The educator was not able to clearly explain where her emergency assembly point is.
Two emergency evacuation records show the educator has recently conducted a
lockdown rehearsal with the children. The authorised officer asked the educator about
her processes for a lockdown. The educator explained that she takes the children
outside. The authorised officer attempted to explain when and how a lockdown is
conducted and used the internet to translate a scenario in
for the educator.
The educator then confirmed she had never practiced a lockdown drill with the
children.
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The authorised officer asked the educator about her understanding of her
responsibilities around child protection. The educator said if she saw anything that
concerned her she would call the police. The coordinator nodded in agreement. The
educator then said she would also tell the office.
The authorised officer reviewed the emergency evacuation floor plan. The room layout
was not accurate and was not to scale. The assembly/meeting point was not properly
identified. One emergency exit was missing from the plan. Two rooms had been
named 'kitchen'. The location of fire blankets and extinguishers had not been
identified. The written instructions were not specific to the service. This is a breach of
regulation 97(1).
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
132.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“Emergency plans show they have been rehearsed at least every 3 months. Limited
reflection has been completed.
An emergency plan is on display, however the floor plan does not reflect the
educators' residence. Rooms are not in the location they are marked on the plan, and
the floor plan is not to scale. This is a breach of regulation 97(1).
The educator has recently attended a child protection course provided by the Scheme.
The educators' risk assessment for potential emergencies is not reflective of the
educators residence. Consideration has not been provided to the corner block the
residence is located on, the close location to
and the
. This is a breach of Regulation 97(2).
Emergency exits are documented with a green exit sign above the door.
The educator said she sometimes uses a sticker with numbers for the children to help
keep them together and safe during excursions.
The educator understands that she needs to be with the children to properly supervise
the children.
The educator is aware of her child protection obligations and the process for calling
and using the website.
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A foam block structure used for climbing has been placed against a floor to ceiling
glass window. This is a breach of Section 167 of the law.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
133.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“Evacuation practices are held 3 monthly for a fire emergency.
The educator would tell the coordinator if she has any concerns about a child. The
educator is aware of her responsibilities as a mandatory reporter. The educator was
able to remember the ChildStory website and was able to show authorised officers at
the time of the visit the child protection display information area.
The child's grandparent has arrived to collect a child. The educator allows the
grandparent to stay and is seen sitting on the step outside playing with the children.
The educator provided a paper based enrolment record which did not include the
grandparent as a person authorised to collect. This was discussed with the educator.
This is a breach of Regulation 99, children's authority to collect is not maintained.
The service policy for child protection has the contact details for
not provide the number for NSW child protection.

and does

There is no risk assessment to identify potential emergencies relevant to the service.
This is a breach of section Regulation 97(2). The coordinator present at the time of the
visit was unable to advise where or a reason as to why the educator did not have a
risk assessment to identify potential emergencies relevant to the service.
A child enrolled at the service has allergies towards spinach and egg documented on
their enrolment record. The child was due in care the next day, the educator stated
the child has not had any of her medication with her while she has previously been in
care. This is a breach of S167.
A poster with information regarding chocking, burns/scalds, and poisons information
is displayed.
Hats are seen to be been worn on children's and educator's heads when playing
outdoors.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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134.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“Children wash their hands while the educator observes from the doorway.
A large
was in the outdoor space. The authorised officer asked to sight a
risk assessment. The educator provided permission forms signed by the parents for the
use of the
The educator was asked if the
was new, the
educator said she moved it from her private backyard to the family day care children's
area in
this year.
The coordinator was asked where she would make a report in relation to a child at risk
of harm or abuse. The coordinator was unable to provide an answer. The authorised
officer advised of the ChildStory website, the coordinator replies "ChildStory, yeah.”
The emergency and evacuation floor plans are not clear and the instructions are not
specific to the educator's residence. The authorised officer asked about the
instructions not being displayed within the family day care space, the coordinator
pointed to the floor plan and stated the instructions are on the plan. The
instructions/procedure on the floor plan provides minimal information.
The meeting point on the emergency and evacuation floor plans are not specified. The
authorised officer asked the coordinator where the meeting point was she said, "At
the letterbox in the driveway." The meeting point on the floor plan is pointing in the
opposite direction of the proposed meeting point as stated by the coordinator. This is
a breach of regulation 97(1).
The 'Child Protection policy' states incorrect information and refers to 'Child Safety',
interstate helplines and discontinued website
. The policy also contains a flow chart,
which is out of focus and unreadable. This is a breach of regulation 84.
The
app contains a live UV alert, which the educator explains she checks before
commencing outdoor activities with the children.
In the family day care room there is a poster that lists poisonous plants, with pictures
of each plant to assist identification.
The authorised officer asked the educator if her cot had any labels/documentation
confirming that it meets Australian safety standards. The educator was not sure, and
inspected the cot, but could not find any labels confirming. The coordinator was not
aware that cots needed to be checked for evidence that they meet Australian safety
standards. The educator showed the authorised officer the 'SIDS Safe Sleeping
Checklist' on her
app. The box for 'Cot carries label ensuring it meets Australian
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Standards' has been ticked. This is a breach of S167.
When asked about safe sleeping requirements for the pre-school children, the
educator said she ensures the cots are not broken, that she checks on the child's
breathing every five minutes, that she ensures there are no pillows and that she
removes bottles.
The educator explained that one of the main roles of her educator assistant is to
prepare and bring breakfast and afternoon tea, enabling the educator to stay in the
family day care areas and supervise the children.
The educator is aware that emergency evacuation drills need to be conducted once
every three months.
The educator confirmed that in the last 12 months she has practiced emergency drills
for a fire, a lockdown and a bomb threat with the children.
When discussing the educator's child protection responsibilities the educator initially
stated she would, "confront the parents", call the office and notify them, and then
would speak to the Department. The coordinator suggested to the educator that she
may have situations where she wouldn't talk to the parents. The educator agreed.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
135.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“When the educator moves between one room and another, the educator askes the
child to accompany her to ensure supervision.
The educators emergency plan is displayed, but does not accurately reflect the
premises. This is a breach of regulation 97(1).
In the nappy change area, there was a container of
with a lable "Keep out
of reach of children" accessible on the nappy change table. This is a breach of section
167 of the Law.
The educator was able to show authorised officers the child protection number to call
if needed. When questioned further, the educator said she would use "Kids safe and
red nose" information. The educator stated she last completed training with the
principal office in September 2019. The trainer was talking about those things (Kids
safe and red nose) for child protection.
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The cord to power the baby monitor used in the sleeping room, has the cord accessible
and not restrained from the power point and within arms reach of the cot. This is a
breach of Section 167 of the Law.
A child enrolled at the service had Asthma documented on her enrollment record. The
child was due in care on the afternoon of the visit and the educator stated the child
has not had any medication with her while she had previously been in care. This is a
breach of section 167 of the Law.
The wooden cot used for a child to sleep in the day prior to the visit, did not have any
documentation to state the cot meets Australian standards. This is a breach of section
167 of the Law.
A baby monitor cord was accessible to children who use the cot, posing a
strangulation risk. This is a breach of section 167 of the Law.
Building materials such as rocks, broken roof tiles and broken pavers have been used
to fill a gap between a concrete footpath and a metal fence. This is a breach of section
167 of the Law.
A set of stairs in the outdoor environment are over 60cm high with no railing or way to
ensure children don't fall. Children
are in care. This is a breach of
section 167 of the Law.
A section of the outdoor environment containing small gravel. Children in care are
, posing a choking risk. This is a breach of section 167 of the Law.
Broken and cracked tiles on the staircase used to enter the outdoor play space. This is
a breach of section 167 of the Law.
The educators emergency documentation shows that she had only practiced fire drills.
No evidence was provided to show she has rehearsed any other emergencies relevant
to her residence.
The educator left to get some documents for the child and asked the coordinator to
watch the child in care. The coordinator was on her phone for the period of 3 minutes
while the child was eating. The coordinator sat over 1 meter away from the child as
she ate at the table and did not engage with her at all throughout the process.
The educator was able to tell authorised officers that she would call the child
protection helpline if she had any concerns.
When asked where the educator takes the children on excursions, she stated she takes
the children in her car to
Public School, the local Library and a local
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park. The risk assessment for an excursion to
Public school has been
dated
/2019 2021' however, the signatures for the excursion state it was
developed on the
/19. This does not show the risk assessment has been reviewed
annually. This is a breach of Regulation 100.
Authorisations for excursions undertaken by the educator were sighted. Authorised
officers noted that for the excursion to
Public School the
authorisation form has the signature date listed for each parent as the
/20'
however, it has not been signed by families. This is a breach of Regulation 102.
Environment checks recorded on the
application do not reflect the physical
environment with animals and pool hazards checked, however are not in place at the
residence.
The service policy for child protection has the contact details for
not provide the number for NSW child protection.”
136.

and does

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“The authorised officer sighted the educator safety checklist, however it was not
dated. The authorised officer clarified with the educator the current page she is using,
the educator asked her daughter to find it. The daughter showed the authorised
officer the current checklist, however today's (
column was blank and not
completed, indicating the daily safety inspection was not conducted.
The educator was asked her responsibilities in relation to child protection. The
educator states she will "Tell the mother, talk to the office and fill out a form". The
educator was asked where she would find the information if she was unsure, the
educators states "My daughter helps me, ask the office also, I call kids emergency line
if it's serious". The educator did not refer to Child Story website and was unable to
provide the contact number she would call.
Risks assessments and authorisations for
are in place.

library and

park

The following emergency and evacuations were conducted on the following dates:
/19,
/19,
/19,
/19,
/19 and
/19. However, the
documents state only fire rehearsals have been practiced, no other emergencies or
evacuations such as a lock down. This is a breach of regulation 97(3) (ab).
Child safety latches are used to secure the cupboard under the hand washing sink and
other facilities, such as the freezer and washing machine.
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A 'no access to children: caution chemical storage area' is displayed on the door.
The emergency evacuation floor plan displayed does not identify the location of the
meeting point or the location of the fire blanket and extinguisher. The written
instructions are not specific to the family day care service. These do not ensure full
compliance with and is a breach of regulation 97(1) (a) and (b).
In the morning of the visit, the authorised officers observed the educator arriving in
her vehicle with
children and
which was later
confirmed during the visit. The educator states, "Sometimes I collect the children and
sometimes families drop them off". The authorised officers asked to sight risk
assessments for the collection of children from their homes, to the service and to and
from school. The educator stated she did not have any risk assessments in place. The
coordinator added she was not aware of the requirement for this procedure. This is a
breach of regulations 100 and 101. The approved provider emailed the educator's risk
assessments on
2020. The risk assessments are dated
2020
however, on the day of the visit, the documents were not available.
Above the sign-in table a poster is displayed stating that, from
132
111 is the one number to be used for the Child Protection Helpline. The poster advises
that an e-report can be made via the link on the Child Protection Strategy Unit
Intranet Page. This information is outdated.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
On the wall of a kitchen cupboard, a fire blanket and extinguisher are fixed, out of the
reach of children.
The authorised officers asked to sight authorisations for the collection of children from
their homes, to the service and to and from school. The educator stated she did not
have any authorisations in place. This is a breach of regulations 102. The approved
provider emailed the authorisations on
2020. The authorisations are dated
2020 however, on the day of the visit, the documents were not available.
137.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 2.2:
“Effective supervision strategies are in place however, children are not protected from
harm and hazards at the educator's residence. Risk assessments and authorisations
are not consistently completed for excursions, transportation or the delivery and
collection of children. Emergency procedures and plans have not been developed to
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ensure all regulatory needs are met and rehearsals are not conducted every three
months by some educators. Not all educators are aware of their child protection
responsibilities and the service's child protection policy has incorrect information and
contact details.”

Standard 2.2: Provider’s feedback on draft report
138.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes about documentation of home visits
being inconsistent] “It is correct that not all educators receive a home visit report,
what is shared however, is a summary of the report. Which the service finds to be
much more effective method of information sharing. The summary is shared as a
whatsapp message with an educator.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes about insufficiently frequent
emergency drills] “As per the QIP note Book/
app. The issue here was the
Authorized officer managed to see that educators are still using both the physical
books (checklist) and
app in our transition phase, but all the physical books
evidence was ignored. The new
App has only been used for about 4 weeks by
some educators at the time of the assessment. The physical checklist books and
programming books are still in use.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes about not all educators having
accurate emergency plans or clearly marked emergency assembly points] “The
service had consulted with a fire safety company three years ago and undertook
training on how to draw up the emergency and evacuation plans. Every
family
day care house has three evacuation plans – located on the three exits. This is an
embedded practice has all educator's evacuation plans, are done by our coordination
office team. The service has had numerous home visits from Authorized officer in the
last 4 years and no report of this nature has occurred before. We mark all the
assessable areas in Red and highlight the escape route and evacuation steps as
required. However, to satisfy the Authorised Officers demands, a fire safety company
has redone the evacuation plans again as per the evidence attached.
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that certain records do not contain
the required information in all cases, as required by regulation 99] “Incorrect.
Records are available in the enrolment forms and transportation of children forms.
The incident that occurred where the parent sent an adult family member to collect
the child on the day of the visit did not showcase the practices of the service. The
service rehearsed with the parent at that time to obtain authorization and updated
the permission forms relevant. The child was only collected after permission was
received from the parent. The parent was also provided with this education. The lead
Authorized officer was in attendance during a phone conversation with the parent and
educator. The matter was attended to promptly and effectively. This was the first time
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such an incident occurred and the service too the correct procedures to ensure
compliance. The servicer also strongly pointed up information to the educator and
parent involved to avoid a repeat.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that not all educators are aware of
their child protection responsibilities, as required by regulation 84] “Incorrect. All
day care educators are fully aware and have been trained of their obligations
and responsibilities, this evidence of all training certificates and PD where presented
to the lead Authorised officer at the visit to the office on the
2020. As
mentioned above, the service cannot comment on what the educators have described
as enormous stress exercised by some Authorized officers and how that translated
into quality responses from the educators on the day. All current NSW contact details
of procedures for child protection are in the Emergency folder for each educator. The
emergency folder in where all enrolment forms are stored. Every educator is aware of
this and this is a service practice. This is the same folder every [sic]”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes on evacuation plans not meeting
requirements and not being practice frequently enough as required by regulations
97 and 98] “Incorrect. As stipulated above, the completed evacuation forms are both
in the checklist books (provided and completed by each educator) and the new
App simultaneous during our transition phase to the App. The service would have fully
transitioned to the App and gone paperless by
2020. The officers may not have
been consistent in information sort, as at one visit physical books were inspected
together with the
App and the next house visit only the App was of importance
and anything not done in it was the error looked for.”
139.

The provider also responded “Incorrect, please see previous notes above” to the
authorised officer’s notes on:


All educators not following service procedures in relation to excursions
(regulation 100-102);



All educators not following service procedures about delivery and pick up of
children (regulation 99)



All educators not following procedures designed to ensure environments are
safe and children do not have access to dangerous items (regulation 82-83)

Standard 2.2: Final report
140.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 2.2 between the draft report and the
final report. Elements 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 remained Not Met, and the rating for
Standard 2.2 remained Significant Improvement Required.
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Standard 2.2: First tier review
141.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 2.2 amended to
Meeting NQS.

142.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 2.2. In relation to Element 2.2.1, the panel stated:
“The panel discussed the documentation prepared by the authorised officers and
considered evidence relating to an educator not using an approved car seat for a six
year old. While the panel recognised that this has since been managed, at the time of
the visit this demonstrated a significant risk to the child’s health, safety and wellbeing.
The service transporting children without appropriate authorisations was also
considered by the panel, who agreed that this breach of National Regulation 102 –
authorisation for excursions, places children at unacceptable risk. While the panel
noted that authorisations have since been obtained, at the time of the visit the
requirements for this element were not in place at the service. Additionally, the panel
commented that risk assessments were not consistently completed for excursions
further contributing to increased risk to children safety.
Through an examination of the authorised officers’ notes, the panel found a number
of other breaches relating to the provision of unsafe environments that present a
significant risk of harm and hazard. It was noted that the officer marked a number of
National Law and Regulation provisions related to this element as no, including
National Law section 167 – offence relating to protection of children from harm and
hazards.
The panel noted that the approved provider has addressed some of the unsafe
environments recorded by the authorised officer. This included: a baby monitor cord,
Sudocream and
no longer being accessible to children; repairs on broken and
cracked tiles; and evidence that one cot met safety standards. However, at the time of
visit these all posed an unacceptable risk of harm and hazard to children. Additionally,
the approved provider’s evidence was insufficient in addressing all examples of unsafe
environments captured by the officer.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 2.2.1 as not met.”

143.

In relation to Element 2.2.2, the panel stated:
“The panel considered the authorised officers’ notes and found that some educators
were observed to be meeting the requirements Element 2.2.2. However, the officers
recorded a number of instances where the requirements of this element, including
National Regulation 97 – Emergency and evacuation procedures, were not met.
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The panel assessed the evidence submitted by the approved provider, and determined
that it did not adequately address the issues identified at the time of the visit. While
the panel noted the approved provider’s claims that drills were completed every three
months, sufficient evidence to support this claim was not submitted.
The panel discussed the provision of revised emergency and evacuation plans that
were submitted, and recognised improvements that were made to these plans to
ensure clarity and accuracy. However, these plans were dated post-visit and therefore
could not be considered in this review.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 2.2.2 as not met.”
144.

In relation to Element 2.2.3, the panel stated:
“The panel considered the authorised officers’ notes which showed that not all
educators are aware of their child protection responsibilities, and that the service’s
child protection policy includes incorrect information and contact details. While the
panel noted that the approved provider has submitted an updated child protection
policy, this still included incorrect details.
The panel assessed the approved provider’s claims that educators have child
protection training and have access to support materials to inform their practice in
this area. The panel discussed that during the visit, some educators were unable to
articulate their responsibilities as mandatory reporters, and that some materials that
educators were referencing in their practice were incorrect or outdated.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 2.2.3 as not met.
The panel found the service’s practices on car seats and safety, and the transportation
of children without appropriate authorisations and risk assessments as compelling
evidence that the service fails to uphold the requirements of the National Law and
Regulations in relation to keeping children safe. Other breaches relating to the
provision of unsafe environments that present harm and hazard were considered. The
panel agreed that these practices pose a unacceptable risk to the health, safety and
wellbeing of the children at the service, and has decided to confirm the rating of
Standard 2.2 as Significant Improvement Required.”

145.

Following first tier review, Elements 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 remained Not Met, and the
rating for Standard 2.2 remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 2.2: Second tier review
146.

At second tier review, the Provider again sought to have the rating for Standard 2.2
amended to Meeting NQS. This required Elements 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 to be
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amended to Met, and the overall rating to be amended from Significant Improvement
Required to Meeting NQS. It was also open to the panel to confirm the ratings for
Elements as Not Met, but amend the rating for the Standard to Working Towards
NQS.
147.

The provider made submissions in relation to Standard 2.2, including the below:
“Children supervised during care and parent consent forms for
authorised officer. No
access during care. But
the day as directed.”

sighted by
was removed on

Standard 2.2: Second tier review decision
Element 2.2.1
148.

The panel raised a number of concerns regarding children’s health and safety in the
evidence for Element 2.2.1 and Standard 2.2. The panel’s primary concern was that
the service’s child protection policy was not current at the time of the visit. Of
significant concern was that the service’s child protection policy referenced
information from
rather than New South Wales where the service is
located indicating a lack of understanding of their important of these expectations. .

149.

The panel noted evidence of Working With Children Checks and CPR certifications.
However, a video provided of the service’s policy folder was difficult to interpret and
contained some documents that were out of date, suggesting a regular process of
review was not occurring. By the service’s own admission, some policies were not
developed in consultation with relevant authorities, suggesting a lack of research and
engagement with current data. The panel noted that evidence of a lack of soft fall
material in one venue and testing and tagging being 4 years out of date was not
addressed and no countervailing evidence provided.

150.

The panel further noted that a risk assessment provided included no mention of use
of a bus, although a bus was used on some occasions for excursions. In another
instance, concerns were raised about transportation of a year old child without a
car booster seat. The panel was also concerned that an emergency plan may have
been duplicated for multiple unique family day care settings, as there was evidence
that it was not reflective of individual premises. Other issues including glass which
was made compliant after the date of the assessment and ratings visit, no plan for an
egg allergy, and an issue around child collection and a lack of evidence that child
protection training information had been communicated to all staff after one staff
member attended a training course in 2019 raised major concerns for the panel.
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151.

The panel agreed by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 2.2.1 as Not Met.

Element 2.2.2
152.

The panel observed that emergency management plans were not developed in
consultation with relevant authorities, and questioned whether these plans were
effectively promoted and implemented (including regularly practiced) as required by
the Element.

153.

Some evidence provided in this area was dated after the assessment and rating visit,
and could not be considered. The panel could not find evidence of effective processes
to manage incidents and emergencies, and noted that emergency evacuation
information contained some irrelevant material which was of concern due to the
nature of potential consequences. The panel stated that the presence of a fire
extinguisher and fire blanket is insufficient if those items are not regularly checked
and maintained.

154.

The panel again discussed the issue of the use of a bus for excursions without
evidence of a comprehensive risk assessment including specific risks in relation to use
of the bus.

155.

The panel observed that in many cases, the evidence provided by the service did not
match the stated intent of the evidence – that is, the evidence did not show what the
service intended it to.

156.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 2.2.2 as Not Met.

Element 2.2.3
157.

In relation to Element 2.2.3, the panel again discussed the critical nature of child
protection knowledge and procedures, and noted that the service’s child protection
policy referenced information from the wrong state. The panel was concerned to read
that an educator was not able to confidently state what they should do if a child
protection issue were to arise, and noted that even if they turned to the policy for
guidance, they would find incorrect information which was not relevant to their state.

158.

The panel felt that even without additional issues such as fencing (which was
addressed by the authorised officer by way of a minor adjustment),
,
and glass being non-compliant with safety standards, the matter of child protection
was sufficient to justify confirming the rating for Element 2.2.3 as Not Met. The panel
also agreed that due to the nature of the risks involved and the extent to which each
of the Elements were Not Met, the rating of Significant Improvement Required for
Standard 2.2 should be confirmed.
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The educators front fence has been constructed using bricks on the bottom half,
(measuring approximately 80cm in height) with a wooden picket fence placed on top
of the bricks. The total height of the fence is over 1.5 metres. The children are able to
climb onto the bricks. The fence is potentially scalable due to the different levels in
fence materials. Minor adjustment offered and email received on
2020 with
evidence the educator has placed mesh over the fence and the fence is now non
scalable.
The approved Family Day Care area is the lounge room, kitchen, dining area and
bathroom. Children sleep in the lounge room on sleep mats. The educator has also set
up a small office area for administration tasks.
The sandpit was covered with a large plastic tarp.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
Children and the educator reset the environment following outdoor play. The educator
explained that the verandah/carport area is the most used space due to the hot
weather so it is tidied up on a regular basis. This space is also used for painting and
craft.
The outdoor area is a large space and all on one level. There is space for children to
run and engage in active play.
163.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The approved space in the educator's residence includes the kitchen, lounge room,
one bedroom, bathroom and the outdoor backyard.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator's residence has large glass windows in the front playrooms. No glass
certificate was available to sight nor evidence to support the film on the windows
meets Safety Standards. The approved provider believed that the glass certificates for
all educators were at the principal office in the educator's files. No evidence was
sighted at the principal office in this educator's file. This is a breach of Reg 117.
The children have access to a large grassed outdoor yard, a concrete square for games
and a
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The two playrooms indoors have adult size tables, chairs and equipment. The children
use 'Playroom ' for craft, painting and 'anything messy'.
164.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator has the lounge room, dining, one bedroom for sleep and another
bedroom for activities and games as the approved space. The kitchen and laundry are
accessible to the educator when needed.
The educator's residence has large glass windows in the lounge room/ playroom and
in the second playroom. No glass certificate was available to sight. No evidence
sighted at the principal office either. This is a breach of Regulation 117.
The large outdoor yard has been sectioned off with plastic mesh which is scalable. On
the other side of the mesh are bricks and concrete rubble. This is a breach of
Regulation 103.
Safety checks are completed each day via the
App. The approved provider
said the office can also check who has completed the checks.
The outdoor area has a large shade structure placed on the concrete. The educator
explains that, "this area is used for Family Day Care as it's easy to supervise, as well as
a great space for games, drawing, painting and water play."

165.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The children have open shelving near the front door to store their bags.
The educator has child size tables and chairs both indoors and outdoors.
The educator uses the front lounge room, dining area, kitchen, bathroom and one
bedroom with a cot, nappy change table and a bed. The educator explains that the
other three bedrooms are out of bounds and the doors remain closed while children
are in care.
The educator's residence is located on flat ground with easy access to the front door
and outdoor yard.
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The educator's residence has large glass windows in the playroom. No glass certificate
was available to sight. No evidence of compliance at the principal office. This is a
breach of Reg 117.
The residence has a small pergola which is used for craft, painting and dramatic play.
The educator says, "It's a great area and we can use it all year round."
A large sliding door and windows provide natural light and can open for air.
Rugs and soft mats cover the lounge room floor and pergola area.
The lawn and gardens are well-maintained. The children have a large open grassed
outdoor space (backyard) to play in.
166.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“Children have access to two large play spaces, a dedicated children's bathroom (toilet
and basin) and a medium sized outdoor space.
Child safety gates are used to ensure children are not able to access the stairs or the
kitchen space.
The educator uses the

app to complete daily hazard and cleaning checklists.

There are no obstructions to supervision in either the indoor or outdoor areas.
All furniture and equipment used by the children is suitable and age appropriate.
The educator has displayed posters provided by the service around the family day care
space. One poster says 'Homework Area.' The authorised officer raised this with the
coordinator, as only pre-school children are enrolled at the service. The coordinator
acknowledged that this poster did not need to be displayed.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
All areas, equipment and resources were clean and in good condition.
An 'office' space with a desk and adult sized chair is available for the educator to
complete administrative tasks.
There is artificial grass in a second play area, with small mobile play equipment.
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167.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“Cleaning is completed before the educator starts work as per the cleaning checklist.
Some items are disinfected, others are washed and left to dry outside.
The kitchen was sighted to have dirt and grime on the cupboards and marks and
stains on the walls. This a is breach of regulation 103.
Adequate light was available through windows and controllable through the use of
blinds.
Children have access to two large rooms as a part of their approved space.
Tables and chairs are of an appropriate size and height for children.
Two glass windows in the indoor play space by the kitchen are covered in a film do not
have a certificate or safety sticker to show they are compliant with safety standards.
This is a breach of regulation 117.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

168.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“The backyard is used as part of the Family Day Care service.
There are two playrooms where small areas can be set up allowing the children to
engage in smaller groups. There is also enough space for all children to work in larger
group.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
There was natural light in the areas for Family Day Care. The windows and doors were
open and screened, allowing for cross ventilation.
The glass windows have film over them in lounge and playroom. The TV is secured to
the cabinets it sits on and tables had corner protectors on them.
A child proof barrier prevents children from entering the kitchen which adjoins the
lounge area.
The educator completes a hazard identification sheet on the residence each day.
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169.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“Child safety gates and 'No Entry' signs are used inside the educator's residence. Child
safety latches are used to secure sliding doors within the family day care space.
Children have access to the family day care space, a large outdoor concrete area, an
area of lawn, and the bathroom inside the educator's residence.
When the authorised officer entered the family day care room, the indoor
temperature was low and uncomfortable. Two children were in attendance.
After ten minutes, the educator turned on the reversible air conditioning unit.
There is a sandpit in the outdoor area. The educator said that it is covered at all times
when not in use. She replaces the sand twice a year.
The family day care room has an area with tables and chairs that can be used for
meals and activities, one cot, stretcher beds and an l-shaped sofa where children can
rest.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

170.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
An air conditioning unit is available to control the temperature of the room.
Light inside the residence is available through windows and a sliding door. Blinds are
used to control this where needed.
Furniture available suits younger children with the exception of a couch. One school
age child is in care.
The educator does not have a designated space for completing administrative tasks.
The educator is seen using her laptop on an empty bar counter.
Cleaning is completed weekly for toys. Hot soapy water used to mop the floors and
clean the table. The table is cleaned once per day, or as needed.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”
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171.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“Children have access to two play spaces and a sleeping/rest area located in the living
room.
There is a portable nappy change table which is located opposite the laundry and
toilet.
Children have access to a large grass area, suitable for a range of physical activity and
ball games such as soccer and basketball.
There are no shade facilities or equipment available.
The educator advises the second play space is not used regularly and the door is kept
closed.
Entries within the visitor's sign in book indicate that the coordinators visit the
educator for safety checks and monitoring purposes once a month.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
Children have access to a toilet and a hand washing sink located directly across from
the second play space. The sink is located in the laundry.
There is a dirty t-shirt on the step before entering the outdoor space which is being
used by the educator as a doormat.
There are three deflated balls and one leg of a Barbie doll on the grass.”

172.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 3.1:
“The design of the Family Day Care office is suitable for its purpose with families,
educator and children having easy access for enrolments, resources and meetings.
Coordinators work with educators to arrange environments that are suitable to
children and families at each residence. A system is in place to regularly check the
premises regarding ongoing maintenance and cleanliness however, not all educators
are completing the checks or maintaining compliance with glass requirements.”

Standard 3.1: Provider’s feedback on draft report
173.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
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[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that a daily cleaning checklist not
completed in the way described in the QIP] “Incorrect, please see note below”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes that environment checks are
conducted at each residence before children arrive] “As mentioned throughout this
report, the checklist and the children programming and done both on the App and on
physical books during this transition phase. Please see attached.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes about safety of venues and educator’s
obligation to inform the service office of alterations or renovations as required by
regulation 116-117] “The family day care residences are assessed annually and a risk
assessment of the residence is completed annually or when an educator relocates
houses. This evidence was provided to the Lead Authorised officer at the office visit in
and is also attached herewith.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes regarding the service premises
meeting all regulatory requirements as required by regulation 103] “At every
coordinator visit (
and Approved provider Visit (
educator's daily
safety checks are verified against regulations and standards. With the introduction of
the
App this checklist are verified daily by the coordinating office team. The
service has a central login access for all educators.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s notes regarding regulatory requirements
around space, soiled items, fencing, bathroom facilities, as per regulations 104-115]
“As see note above, the service had also provided more information in the
introductory letter to this Feeback and the evidence attached therein.”

Standard 3.1: Final report
174.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 3.1 between the draft report and the
final report. Elements 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard
3.1 remained Working Towards NQS.

Standard 3.1: First tier review
175.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 3.1 amended to
Meeting NQS.

176.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 3.1. In relation to Element 3.1.1 the panel stated:
“The panel reviewed the notes prepared by the authorised officers, and acknowledged
that the design of the family day care office is suitable for its purpose with easy access
for enrolments, resources and meetings. While some educators’ environments were
observed to meet the requirements of Element 3.1.1, this was not consistently
observed across all residences. Of particular concern was that the officers could not
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confirm whether residences met glass requirements, while large glass windows were
present in play rooms and areas accessed by children as part of the service.
While the panel noted that the approved provider did submit glass certifications for a
number of educators’ homes, stating that safety film was applied, most of these were
dated post-visit and therefore do not demonstrate that the service was in compliance
at the time of the visit.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 3.1.1 as not met.”
177.

In relation to Element 3.1.2 the panel stated:
“The panel considered the documentation prepared by the authorised officers and
acknowledged that a system is in place to regularly check the premises regarding
ongoing maintenance and cleanliness. The panel also recognised that home safety
checks are completed during monthly visits by coordinators. However, the officers’
notes demonstrate a number of issues relating to the premises not being safe and in
good repair and that not all educators are completing the checks. This included a
confirmed breach for National Regulation 103, relating to an educator’s kitchen
having dirt and grime on the cupboards and marks and stains on the walls.
The panel noted the approved provider’s claims that an educator had construction
works in their outdoor area, which is not accessible to children. Despite this, the panel
agreed that the approved provider’s evidence was limited in demonstrating that the
officer’s evidence was not reflective of the educator’s premises; and that the premises
of each educators residence was safe, clean and well maintained.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 3.1.2 as not met.

178.

Following first tier review, the rating for Standard 3.1 remained Working Towards
NQS. Elements 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 remained Not Met.

Standard 3.1: Second tier review
179.

At second tier review, the provider again sought to have Elements 3.1.1 and 3.1.2
amended to Met, and therefore Standard 3.1 amended to Meeting NQS.

180.

The provider made submissions in relation to Standard 3.1, including those set out
below:
“All educators are glass safety compliant”
“The assessor sighted glass films already installed for three
certificates provided after visit day.”
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“
outdoor not in use and under construction by
Lead assessor had
prior notice children had no access but insisted to sight construction. Assessor
instructed the educator to use the outdoor area against Approved Provider advice in
the presence of Approved Provider then provided potential breach notice.

Standard 3.1: Second tier review decision
Element 3.1.1
181.

The panel began by discussing the issues relating to glass in some educators’ homes,
and noted that it was the authorised officer who raised the issue of safety glazing,
suggesting the service was not aware of this issue and had not addressed it
consistently in all locations prior to the assessment and rating visit.

182.

The panel noted inconsistencies between statements in the QIP and the evidence
from both the regulatory authority and the service. The panel acknowledged that
family day care settings are rarely purpose-built, but stressed that physical aspects of
spaces used by children must still be thoughtfully planned in a way that ensures they
can be effectively and safely used and accessed by all children. A lack of shade in
some areas, and certain zones that are unable to be utilised were insufficient for the
panel to meet this Element.

183.

The panel agreed by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 3.1.1 as Not Met.

Element 3.1.2
184.

The panel discussed the difference between the requirements of Element 3.1.1,
which is about physical environments, in comparison to 3.1.2 which relates to upkeep
and maintenance. The panel felt that the evidence showed a range of examples of
poor practice in relation to upkeep of spaces, furniture, and equipment. The panel
noted that a cleaning schedule provided was blank in parts, and there was no
documentation showing a regular schedule of toys being disinfected. Overall there
was no indication how premises were maintained on a daily basis to maintain hygiene
and cleanliness, in the interests of children’s health and safety.

185.

The panel agreed by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 3.1.2 as Not Met.

186.

As a result, the rating for Standard 3.1 was confirmed as Working Towards NQS.
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Standard 4.1
Standard 4.1 is:
Staffing arrangements enhance children’s learning and development

Standard 4.1: Assessment and rating
187.

The regulatory authority initially assessed the service as Working Towards NQS for
Standard 4.1. Element 4.1.1 was found to be Not Met.

188.

Evidence of practice for Standard 4.1 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.

189.

Evidence summary:
“On
.2020, The nominated supervisor and approved provider stated that the
service had only one approved assistant registered with the service (for educator ).
On
2020 when the authorised officer was sighting educator records the
nominated supervisor explained that another assistant was approved on
2020 (for
educator this was not on the original register sent to the Department of Education.
The officer sighted the assistant's documents and qualifications. On
2020, an
officer in
identified an 'assistant' at Educator residence, this assistant has not
been approved by the principal office. This is a breach of Regulation 144.
Families and educators are informed of any changes to the service, such as new
coordinators or educators starting with the service.
When educators have holidays and leave booked every attempt is made to provide
alternative care to the families who need it. This is optional with many families finding
alternative care with family members for this leave period.
The online App
has an alert when an 'Incident or accident' form or safety
checklist is completed.
The educator's home, space and ability is taken into consideration when approving the
number and ages of the children that attend. The nominated supervisor stated "It is
rare for the service to accept a child under 12 months of age due to the risk level."
The approved provider explained that two recent resignations were due to the high
expectations from the service and educators having to complete documentation
online. An exit survey is offered to the educators and feedback is discussed at staff
meetings.
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The service publishes and celebrates educator's achievements, qualifications and
birthdays through the monthly newsletter.
The nominated supervisor does unannounced home visits on Saturday's when the
educators are working.
The approved provider was unable to locate consent documents for the 'responsible
person's' explaining they were on another computer and asking if could
he email them to the officer. Minor adjustment offered and responsible person's
letters of consent for coordinators was received via email on
2020.
Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
190.

Sub 01 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
On
.2020, the educator has two children under 5 years in care and her own school
aged child at home. The educator has one school age child to collect from school.
The educator displays her early childhood qualifications, first aid certificate and
Working with Children Check clearance.

191.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The educator has been with the service four years and chooses to care for school age
children only and provide vacation care, before and after school care.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
On
.2020, the educator has two school aged children in her care. Both were
brought to the educator's residence by their parents.

192.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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The educator explains that she has regular visits, at least monthly, from the
coordinator. "I really enjoy the time with the coordinator each visit, she reviews what I
have been doing with the children and supports me to improve my service", the
educator saying.
On
193.

2020, the educator has two school aged children in attendance.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“The educator explains how she needs to finish her Diploma qualifications via a
external training organisation, and hopes to get prior recognition. The educator would
then like to do a degree in early childhood education or social work. The educator said
the nominated supervisor supports her with her studies.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator has one child in her care at the time of the visit, with one due to arrive
after lunch and two children after school.
The educator displays her early childhood qualifications, first aid certificate and
Working with Children Check clearance.

194.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“The educator has a total of
children enrolled. They are all
age. The
educator explains that most days she has all
children in attendance, but some
days she only has
The authorised officer noted that some of the incident/injury forms had been
completed and signed by an 'assistant', in both
2020 and
2020. The
educator provided all the required qualifications and clearances for the educator
assistant, however was not able to provide parent permissions. The coordinator was
not certain if the assistant had been approved. When inquires were made with the
principal office they advised that the educator assistant had not been approved by
them, due to her limited ability to converse in English, and therefore they did not have
parent permissions. This is a breach of regulation 144.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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195.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“This standard was not assessed at the educator's residence. Information is recorded
in the main report completed at the principal office.”

196.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

197.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
The educator has an assistant,
The educator assistant was approved by
the service on
2020. The educator explained that she did not receive formal
notification of this.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

198.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“The educator stated her assistant, stays at the residence with the under school age
children, while she goes to drop off and pick up children. Additionally, the educator
was unable to provide evidence of each family providing authorisation for the use of
the educator assistant. This is a breach of Section 164A in conjunction with Regulation
144. On the
/2020 an email from the approved provider had attachments with
the 'Parent's consent form for assistant educator'.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

199.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
This standard was not assessed at the educator's residence. Information is recorded in
the main report completed at the principal office.

200.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 4.1:
Staff arrangements are organised to ensure the recommended educator to
coordinator ratio is maintained, along with organising children's attendance to
maintain educator to child ratios however, an educator has been using an
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unauthorised assistant. Provision are made to support continuity for children and
families in the event of an educators absence.”

Standard 4.1: Provider’s feedback on draft report
201.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the service has fewer educators
than described in the QIP] “This information was discussed and confirmed with the
lead Authorised officer,
prior to the assessment and rating and email
was sent to confirm that the
Educator had already given notice to exit weeks
prior. The Authorised offices also requested for Doctors certificates where an educator
was absent for the scheduled visits. Please see this email correspondence attached.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that staff qualifications are not up to
date as required by regulations 119, 127-128, 136, 143A, 143B, 144] “All staff
qualifications are current and up to date.”

Standard 4.1: Final report
202.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 4.1 between the draft report and the
final report. Element 4.1.1 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard 4.1
remained Working Towards NQS.

Standard 4.1: First tier review
203.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 4.1 amended to
Meeting NQS.

204.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 4.1. The panel stated:
“The panel reviewed the report prepared by the authorised officers and found that at
the time of the visit, the approval document for an educator assistant was not able to
be produced.
The panel acknowledged the approved provider’s claims that all assistants engaged at
the service are approved. The panel reviewed the documentation and found that the
educator’s assistant was approved at the time of visit. However, no evidence was
provided to demonstrate that parent permission has been sought for the use of this
educator assistant, which is a breach of National Regulation 144(3).
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 4.1.1 as not met.”

205.

Following first tier review, the rating for Standard 4.1 remained Working Towards
NQS. Element 4.1.1 remained Not Met.
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Standard 4.1: Second tier review
206.

At second tier review, the provider again sought to have Element 4.1.1 amended to
Met, and therefore Standard 4.1 amended to Meeting NQS.

207.

The provider’s submissions in relation to Standard 4.1 are set out below:
“Educator Assistant was authorised, this was a miscommunication.”
“All educators and staff are appraised every quarter and goals set and reviewed
together. The lead assessor sighted these.”
“The lead assessor sighted appraisals and feedback for all educators during the
office visit. This was not communicated to assessors in

Standard 4.1: Second tier review decision
Element 4.1.1
208.

The panel noted the service had disputed that the regulatory authority had recorded
that an unapproved educator was working at the service, but noted that
documentation about this was provided after the assessment and rating visit. The
service had also given the excuse of limited English to explain why an unapproved
assistant educator had been working at the service, which the panel agreed was not a
satisfactory reason. The panel commented that this suggested a systemic compliance
and quality issue, and felt there was a need to change the procedure of approving
educators to ensure consistency. For an assistant to be employed without approval
suggested to the panel a lack of process or a process not being followed.

209.

The panel then discussed staff appraisals and noted that staff had expressed that they
wanted more visits and support especially in relation to documentation of learning,
but there was no indication of how or if this was followed up. Evidence provided of
appraisals
and
2019 did not show any progress in this area in terms
of support given by service management. This raised questions about how the
important support role of the coordinator is functioning at the service, as it appeared
that educators were not being provided with sufficient support. The panel felt that
educators at this service appear to be in a difficult position if they are not being
effectively supported, and noted that family day care educators operate in largely
isolated settings. At this service, there were multiple examples of educators asking
for help and there was no evidence of it being received, suggesting that the role of
coordinator and the general staffing structure of the service needs refining.
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210.

The panel acknowledged that the evidence indicated that new educators do get
together and staff meetings do occur, but felt there was no evidence of substance to
show how these events result in improved support of children’s learning and
development. For example, the panel would have liked to have seen documentation
of support visits including when they occurred, what was discussed, and how this is
followed up.

211.

The panel decided by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 4.1.1 as Not Met.

212.

As a result, the rating for Standard 4.1 was confirmed as Working Towards NQS.

Standard 7.1
Standard 7.1 is:
Governance supports the operation of a quality service.

Standard 7.1: Assessment and rating
213.

The regulatory authority initially assessed Element 7.1.2 as Not Met, and assessed
Standard 7.1 as Significant Improvement Required.

214.

Evidence of practice for Standard 7.1 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.

215.

Evidence summary:
“The approved provider explained that the service's policies and the National
Regulations and Law are online for educators to sight and refer to. These policies are
the most up to date as the policy book is only printed once a year.
The coordinators visit perspective educator's residence to complete a safety risk
assessment and to have general discussions prior to the educator submitting an
application or having an interview. The nominated supervisor explains this gives
everyone a good understanding of what is expected plus an indication if the educator
and their residence is suitable.
All records and documents are now uploaded to the
website.

App or the service's

Educators are on a probation period for three months, during this time the
coordinators will visit weekly for the first month and then every two weeks for the
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following two months. The coordinators covers Regulations, standards, programming
and expectations during these visits.
The approved provider informed the lead officer of a conversation he had with an
educator after her Assessment and Rating visits that day saying, "She (educator) felt
she needed to have complete incident forms for the Assessment and Rating visit as
that's what she had heard from an educator at another FDC service. Her friend helped
her complete the forms, signing some of them. I'm really not sure why she felt she had
to do that." This is a breach of Regulation 170(2).
The educators reviewed, discussed and gave input into the service's philosophy at a
training session. The philosophy was then uploaded to the website and emailed to
families.
A new educator is introduced to educators at a meeting, training or on an excursion to
the library or park. The other educators can then offer to support the new educator if
they feel comfortable to do so.
The nominated supervisor has a detailed spreadsheet on educators. She reviews the
educator's files on a regular basis to ensure working with children checks, early
childhood qualifications and training and first aid certificates are all up to date.
Reminder emails are sent to the educators if any items are due.
The complaints procedure are on each educator's noticeboard along with the
Department of Education's contact details. The approved provider explained that if
the service receives a complaint he or the nominated supervisor would contact the
complainant, discuss the concern, follow the services policy and try to resolve it.
Educators can access the children's attendance bookings online via
Educators can also access payslips and parent payments on the same system.
The service uses
' policies and updates. When policies are amended
they are sent to each educator to be reviewed. Policies are then added to the website.
The approved provider stated that "the service reviews all required policies under the
National Regulations every twelve months". The officer sighted the policies on the
as the
FDC website and in the printed policy booklet which are all dated
last reviewed date.
The coordinators use the service's 'Home monitoring and quality' form on each home
visits which includes, Children in attendance, Monitoring issues, Areas of concern,
Home visit record, Quality areas, Safety checklist, Visit report and programming,
Documentation checklist, Risk assessment with actions to be taken and Overall
comments.
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The approved provider was unable to locate the letter designating a person in the role
of 'Educational leader', saying that "it is located on a different computer", stating he
would email it to the officer. Minor adjustment offered and 'Educational leader' in
writing received via email on
2020.
Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
The service has a 'Medical Conditions Policy' however, educators and coordinators
have not requested or implemented medical management plans, risk minimisation
plans or communication plans for children with specific medical conditions that have
been noted on enrolment forms. No templates were sighted for risk minimisation or
communication plans. This is a breach for Regulation 162(d).
The 'Arrival and Departure policy
states, 'Parents/authorised person are
requested to arrive to collect their child/children by
pm'. The officer confirmed
that educators provide education and care for children past this time. For example
(Educator ) provides care until
.
The new educator has access to the toy library, is given an evacuation bag by the
coordinators and is supported to purchase equipment and resources using stores such
as, 'Modern Teaching Aids'.
The approved provider gave clear examples and timeframes of when and why the
service would need to notify the Department of Education such as, serious incidents,
complaints, child protection, emergencies and allegations against educators.
The website under Educators - policies and procedures tab, has many centre based
policies listed with little to no relevance to the
Family Day Care service such as,
'Staffing Arrangement' policy includes ratios and staff qualifications for long day care
or preschool. The 'Responsible person' policy outlines what to do in centre based care
for handovers, the role and documentation. A 'Management Committee' policy yet the
FDC service doesn't have a committee and a 'Kindergarten Policy' which references
preschool hours and the
Government.
The policies listed under the 'Families - Policies and Procedure handbook' tab is
different to the policies located under the 'Educators - Policies and Procedures' tab.
The child protection policy lists the Department of Education contact details as
office location, phone number and
region email.
Families are able to access and print the services 'Grievance Form' from the website.
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The educators, children and family files are stored at the principal office in lockable
filing cabinets or on a secure online system such as
or
The nominated supervisor explains, "Family enrolment details, bookings, medical
conditions and authorisations are entered onto
and shared with the
educator.”
216.

Sub 01 evidence summary:
A poster with the 'Summary of offences under the Law' displayed on the educators
noticeboard.
The authorised officer records her name, arrival time, departure time and signature in
the visitor register.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The service's philosophy is displayed in the home.
Enrolment forms and authorisation for excursions, transportation,
and
were sighted. The educator stores the children's records in an office desk. The office
space is just for Family Day Care records and documentation.
The educator says she can access the family and children's details and information
from
an online program as well.
The educator said she remembers completing an induction checklist and home safety
checklist when she first started. The nominated supervisor assisted her with setting up
the Family Day Care residence.
New policies or policy changes are explained to the educator on home visit who then
shares this information with families. The newsletter also inform families of any
changes.

217.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The officer recorded her name, signature, arrival time and departure time in the
visitor's register. The register has record multiple visits from the nominated supervisor
over the past twelve months.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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The children's documentation and programming books are stored in a cupboard in the
kitchen. This area is inaccessible to the children and families.
The educator explains that the office provides her with each child's enrolment form
and documents before the child's first day, along with any forms that need to be
completed at her home such as
authorisations and excursions.
The educator has a copy of the service's policies, National Regulations and Law and
they are available for families near the sign in area.”
218.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator asks the officer and approved provider to sign the visitors register on
arrival.

219.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“The educator explained that she has access to online resources, policies and forms via
the website,
and
App. The office frequently emails updates and new
resources to her as well.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator had a copy of the 'Educator Handbook' available and stated she refers to
it if needed.
The philosophy and policies are emailed to the educator and she is able to give
feedback. Feedback and ideas are also discussed with the nominated supervisor on
home visits. Sometimes they discuss recent updates and changes as a group at
training nights.
The educator stores documents and the children's files in a cupboard which is a
designated space for the Family Day Care records.
The policies are available to families near the sign in table. The families also are
advised they can access them online.
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The educator has printed forms and documents available for families to complete such
as, medication forms and incident forms. Families are also able to access them online
via the website.
The coordination unit assisted the educator to set up files, folders, resources,
programming and systems to manage her business. The nominated supervisor offers
new suggestions on home visits.
The educator explained that the Regulations and Law were on the

App.

The National Quality Standards and information is displayed for families.
The educator explained that families use
change their bookings in this system.

to sign in each day. They can also

The educator can access family details, enrolment information and any changes via
the 'Harmony' program.
The educator has a hard copy of each child's enrolment form in a folder which
included, immunisation and authorisations such as, routine excursions,
and transport.
The philosophy is displayed for families.”
220.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“Neither the coordinator or the educator were aware that families needed to receive a
copy of the service's medical conditions policy. The principal office later advised this is
located in the Parent's Information Book.
The educator explained that parents sign their children in and out using the
application.
The educator has a number of fully completed incident/injury forms from 2020. The
educator scans and emails any incident/injury forms she completes and emails them
to the office the same day the incident/injury occurs.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
2020 the principal office emailed the Department 'Parent consent forms
On
for assistant educator' for the
children enrolled. The forms do not correctly state
the circumstances that an educator's assistant may provide education and care for
enrolled children. The forms are not relevant, as the principal office previously
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confirmed on
approved by
221.

2020 that the educator assistant in question has not been
Family Day Care.”

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“A child in care is listed as having
on his
enrolment record. No medical action plan, communication plan or risk minimisation
plan is in place for the child. The coordinator stated the child was only in care for a
week and no longer attends. This is a breach of regulation 162.
One child in attendance has not had the authorisation signed by a parent or guardian
to provide the service and educator permission for the children to be transported by
an ambulance. This is a breach of Regulation 161(1)(a)(ii).
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports Completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

222.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“The authorised officer asked the educator to access the Family Day Care Scheme
website to review children's documentation books, parent feedback and family quality
improvement plan. The coordinator present at the time of the visit said, "parents do
not have access to the website at this time".
It is recognised by the educator "no, online parent surveys have been given out as
parents do not have access to the website." No parent opinion surveys are conducted
by the educator.
The authorised officer requested to sight all enrolment records for children who attend
the educator's residence. The educator provided paper based enrolment records, it
was discussed health information and children authority to collect were not
maintained.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
Environment checks recorded on the
application do not reflect the physical
environment with animals and pool hazards checked, however are not in place at the
residence.
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The authorised officer asked the educator if she had received written approval from
the service for the use of her educator assistant. The educator said, "no".
The educator explains that if she isn't working she always fills out a leave form,
including for sick days, and provides it to the coordinator.
The educator is aware the service has a philosophy, she said it might have been
updated since she started with the service, but she is not sure.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”
224.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“A child enrolled at the educators residence has Asthma circled under medical
conditions. When asked if the child has a medical action plan, communication plan, or
risk minimisation plan. The educator and coordinator stated they did not. This is a
breach of Regulation 162. On the
/2020, the approved provider emailed a copy of
the child's action plan for her asthma. No other documents were received.
A child enrolled with the educator does not include
. This
is a breach of Regulation 160(3)(b)(i).
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports Completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.

225.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”

226.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 7.1:
“The service has a philosophy that has been recently reviewed with input from various
stakeholders. There is an clear orientation process for educators who are supported
from commencement of employment to learn their roles however, many educators are
not consistently following the recommended guidance, policies and systems which is
putting children at risk. Governance systems and online platforms are or have been
developed to support all aspects of the service, however many are not fully
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implemented or have not been reviewed recently such as, policies procedures and
forms.”

Standard 7.1: Provider’s feedback on draft report
227.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
“The service records are well maintained in our
system accessible to all staff
both in
and
All physical files are maintained in our
office. The
accession that the office is running a somewhat an organized record keeping system is
very incorrect. The service seeks the Lead Authorised Office to indeed confirm if she
found the office recording keeping system implemented inappropriate.
We are extremely confident that this accession is less than incorrect. In relation to a
keeping of Policies and procedures. All polices and procedure are available at each
educator house and are available online, on the
App (attendance records
app).

Standard 7.1: Final report
228.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 7.1 between the draft report and the
final report. Element 7.1.2 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard 7.1
remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 7.1: First tier review
229.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 7.1 amended to
Meeting NQS.

230.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 7.1. The panel stated:
“The panel discussed the authorised officers’ notes and acknowledged that the service
has systems in place to support the management and operation of the service.
However, the panel agreed that these systems are not effectively implemented and
places children at risk of harm. The evidence recorded by the officers demonstrates
educators not consistently following service policies and procedures, inconsistency in
record keeping practices, and several examples of incorrect information in policies,
forms, authorisations and medical records.
The panel gave particular consideration to the authorised officers’ evidence which
demonstrates that no medical management plans, risk minimisation plans or
communication plans are in place for children with medical needs. The panel noted
that the service’s record keeping in relation to children’s medical needs does not meet
the requirements of National Regulation 90 or 162, and felt that non-compliance in
this area poses a significant risk to the children’s health, safety and wellbeing.
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The panel reviewed the approved provider’s claims and found they were not
adequately substantiated with evidence to demonstrate that documentation and
forms comply with the requirements of the National Law and Regulations.
It is acknowledged that the service has previously received an exceeding rating for
Quality Area 7. However, at the time of this assessment and rating visit, the practices
observed did not reflect the level of practice required under the National Law and
Regulations.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 7.1.2 as not met.
The panel further reviewed evidence contained in Standard 7.1 alongside evidence
obtained in Standard 2.2. The panel found that the management processes that
underpin the service practices have been insufficient in mitigating the unacceptable
risk to children. The officer has confirmed multiple breaches of the National Law and
Regulation at the time of the visit. At this time, the Regulatory Authority is not
satisfied that the service is being operated in compliance with the National Law and
poses an unacceptable risk to the safety, health and wellbeing of any child or children
being educated and cared for by the service due to an ongoing failure to adhere to the
requirements regarding policies and procedures and information and record keeping
systems. The panel therefore has decided to amend the Standard rating for 7.1 to
Significant Improvement Required.
231.

Following first tier review Element 7.1.1 remained Not Met, and the rating for
Standard 7.1 remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 7.1: Second tier review
232.

At second tier review, the provider again sought to have Element 7.1.2 amended to
Met, and the current rating of Significant Improvement Required for Standard 7.1
amended to Meeting NQS. It was also open to the panel to confirm Element 7.1.2 as
Not Met, but amend Significant Improvement Required to Working Towards NQS.

233.

The provider made submissions in relation to Standard 7.1, including the below:
“All educators have physical folders of templates for 1. Medication policy, medical
risks management etc. and all forms are available on the
App and the
website www.
com.au.”
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Standard 7.1: Second tier review decision
Element 7.1.2
234.

The panel’s concerns in relation to Standard 7.1 and Element 7.1.2 centred around a
lack of compliance with the service’s own arrival and departure policy, medical
plans/risk assessments and the Educational Leader designation letter not being
available to the authorised officer, and a lack of evidence of a cycle of policy review.

235.

The panel observed that there appeared not to be an established or consistent cycle
of policy review at the service, evidenced by the fact that the policy folder contained
items that had not been reviewed for approximately two years.

236.

There was also concern around the service not complying with its own policies in a
consistent manner, for example the arrival and departure policy. There was evidence
of a child being booked to stay in care till
, despite the operating hours of the
service ceasing at
.

237.

The panel acknowledged there was some evidence of systems which could support
the management of the service, but no consistency in implementation and follow-up.
Many elements of management systems were not yet implemented, and the
transition to the
app was cited as a reason for this – however, evidence was
not available to show that the requisite consistency was occurring before the decision
to transition to the app.

238.

The panel felt that the transition to the
app was not well planned, and had not
been structured to ensure there would be no impact on quality during the transition.
The panel observed that during a transition phase such as the one undertaken by the
service, there should be an interim dual platform phase with measures in place to
ensure nothing was overlooked. In this case, the panel observed that adoption of the
new app platform which was responsible for so much of the service’s operation had in
fact led to a decline in quality and breaches of regulation.

239.

The panel agreed by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 7.1.2 as Not Met.

240.

The panel then discussed the nature of the relationship between adequate
organisational systems, and children’s health and safety, noting the relationship
between Quality Area 7 and Quality Area 2. Due to the role of management systems
in ensuring children’s health and safety and the potential for significant
consequences, with such risks appearing to be significant at this service, the panel
also confirmed the rating for Standard 7.1 as Significant Improvement Required.
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Standard 7.2
Standard 7.2 is:
Effective leadership builds and promotes a positive organisational culture and professional
learning community.

Standard 7.2: Assessment and rating
241.

The regulatory authority initially assessed Element 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 as Not Met, and
assessed Standard 7.2 as Significant Improvement Required.

242.

Evidence of practice for Standard 7.2 was recorded by the authorised officers in a
series of 11 evidence summaries. This evidence has been extracted from the evidence
summaries and is set out below.

243.

Evidence summary:
“The educator performance appraisals are completed twice a year which are also used
as a way to selfassess and guide the Quality Improvement Plan for the service as a
whole. The coordinator discusses the needs and goals for each educator and adapts it
for the QIP as an overall goal.
The online program
has an area for family feedback. The service has started
promoting this option to families via emails, newsletters and educators explaining it in
the program.
The educational leader presents the same information at both training sessions to try
and establish consistency throughout the service such as, programming, environments
and safety.
The educational leader explains his role as, "supportive, guiding, mentoring and to
ensure consistency amongst the educators."
Information relating to this standard has also been collected in Sub ASR Assessment
Evidence Summaries.
The approved provider is the educational leader and actively visits educators
The approved provider explained to the officer that he visits each educator bimonthly to discuss the program or to deliver training.
The goal wall was created by the coordination unit from the educator's 2019
appraisals, outlining the personal and professional goals of all the educators. This is
aimed at inspiring other educators.
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245.

Sub 02 evidence summary:
“The educator explains she is able to give feedback to the coordination unit on a
variety of topics at training or online.
This standard was not assessed at the educators' residence. Information is recorded in
the main report completed at the principal office.

246.

Sub 03 evidence summary:
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The educator asks the officer and approved provider to sign the visitors register on
arrival.

247.

Sub 04 evidence summary:
“The educator performance appraisal are completed twice a year with the nominated
supervisor. They then discuss the educator's goals on following home visits and how
she is going to achieve them. The educator's current goal is to finish her Diploma
qualification.
The educational leader conducts home visits bimonthly and attends regular training.
The educator says, "The children love seeing him (educational leader), he is great with
the kids and supports me as well."
“This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.”

248.

Sub 05 evidence summary:
“Neither the coordinator or the educator were aware that families needed to receive a
copy of the service's medical conditions policy. The principal office later advised this is
located in the Parent's Information Book.
The educator explained that parents sign their children in and out using the
application.
The educator has a number of fully completed incident/injury forms from 2020. The
educator scans and emails any incident/injury forms she completes and emails them
to the office the same day the incident/injury occurs.
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This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
On
2020 the principal office emailed the Department 'Parent consent forms
for assistant educator' for the
children enrolled. The forms do not correctly state
the circumstances that an educator's assistant may provide education and care for
enrolled children. The forms are not relevant, as the principal office previously
confirmed on
2020 that the educator assistant in question has not been
approved by
Family Day Care.
249.

Sub 06 evidence summary:
“This standard was not assessed at the educator's residence. Information is recorded
in the main report completed at the principal office.”

250.

Sub 07 evidence summary:
“The educator appeared confused when the officer asked her what her current goals
were. The coordinator present at the time of the visit said, "every 3 months I go
through goals with the educator, these are verbal and nothing formal is written". The
educator responded by saying, "No, regular discussions or goals for myself".
The educator appeared confused when asked by the officer to site a copy of the
reflected quality improvement plan. It was recognised by the coordinator present at
the time of the visit that the educator had not received a copy of the quality
improvement plan to critically reflect on and that it had been done verbally.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
The family quality improvement plan was unable to be sighted as the educator had
not been given one to date.

251.

Sub 08 evidence summary:
“The educator was not aware of the term 'QIP', or 'Quality Improvement Plan'.
This standard was partially assessed at the educator's residence. Information relating
to this standard has been recorded in Sub ASR reports completed at each educator's
residence and also confirmed in the main report completed at the principal office.
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252.

Sub 09 evidence summary:
“This standard was not assessed at the educator's residence. Information is recorded
in the main report completed at the principal office.

253.

Sub 10 evidence summary:
“This standard was not assessed at the educator's residence. Information is recorded
in the main report completed at the principal office.

254.

The authorised officer included the following analysis notes in the draft report, in
relation to Standard 7.2:
“The service has a self-assessment process and Quality Improvement Plan however,
the coordinators are the main contributors to the plan. The educational leader has
designed resources for educators to improve the way they program and share
information with families. Educators have meetings with coordinators where their
performance is reviewed however, there is evidence to suggest that not all educators
understand the process and have professional and personal goals in place.”

Standard 7.2: Provider’s feedback on draft report
255.

After viewing the draft report, the provider submitted the following feedback:
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the QIP statement that the
educational leader regularly sets goals for program development was in fact an
inconsistent practice] “Incorrect, please see note below.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the QIP statement that all staff
have performance meetings was an inconsistent practice] “Extremely incorrect. The
service has weekly staff meetings every
(
) and minutes were
shown to
, and meeting on the
. The educator's PD and
training sessions are in two folds, one where all educators come together and one
where training is provided one on one during our Approved Provider Educator Visits.
The officer witnessed that the Approved provider endeavors to visit each educator
both in
and
at least one per Quarter and more frequent for the
educator's majority of the visits occurring every second month. These visits are for PD,
and Appraisal follow ups and Education Leader tasks. The contact between the
Approved Provider and the educators is weekly via our WhatsApp group and phone.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the QIP statement about the use
of children’s documentation books being accurate due to a move to an app]
“Incorrect, both in
and in
Authorized officers did witness and sight
programming and books to which they have even provided commentary in the draft
reports received by the service. As explained above, this is transition phase, both the
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physical books and the
App are being used by the educators. The App was only
available to the educators for a number of weeks prior to the assessment and rating,
evidence of which the officers had on hard and is attached to this report.”
[In response to the authorised officer’s note that the QIP statement about
educators taking on board feedback through an appraisal process was an
inconsistent practice across regions/educators] “This information is Incorrect. The
Lead Educator was show cased our quarterly educator Appraisals for all educators.
The luck of information sharing between the Authorised officers is a now concern for
the service. Please see educator appraisal attached, which the lead assessing officer
attested too.”
[In response to issues raised concerning professional development] “Incorrect. The
Lead Authorized officer was shown evidence of all Professional developments
attended by both or
and
educators including the sign offs, pictures and
out PD calendar on our website. This information is filed in our drobox system. This
information that the service does not provide support to
educators is less than
incorrect. Please see that attached evidence.”

Standard 7.2: Final report
256.

There was no change to the rating for Standard 7.2 between the draft report and the
final report. Elements 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 remained Not Met, and the rating for Standard
7.2 remained Significant Improvement Required.

Standard 7.2: First tier review
257.

The provider applied for first tier review, seeking to have Standard 7.2 amended to
Meeting NQS.

258.

The panel at first tier review found there was insufficient evidence to support a
change of rating for Standard 7.2. In relation to Element 7.2.1, The panel stated:
“The panel reviewed the authorised officers’ documentation and found that
coordinators are the main contributors to the service’s QIP, with some educators
being unfamiliar or unaware of the document. The panel also determined that since
several QIP notes have been marked as no by the officer across the report, this
demonstrates that it is not effectively implemented across the service. In addition, the
panel found limited evidence to demonstrate how the QIP, including current goals and
strategies for improvement, are made available to educators and families.
The panel considered the approved provider’s claims of an active WhatsApp group,
and feedback through phone calls, emails and texts. However, no evidence was
provided to demonstrate how this informs QIP processes. Similarly, while the panel
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acknowledged that some evidence demonstrates educator and family feedback, it was
unclear on how this informs QIP processes.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 7.2.1 as not met.”
259.

In relation to Element 7.2.3, the panel stated:
“The panel examined the authorised officers’ notes and recognised that some
educators have regular meetings with coordinators where their performance is
reviewed. The panel also acknowledged that the coordination unit regularly promotes
professional development opportunities for educators and staff. However, the
evidence recorded indicates that not all staff members have appraisals and set goals
for learning and development.
The panel reviewed the approved provider’s submissions and noted that no evidence
was submitted at first tier stage to support the attainment of this element. The panel
also noted that an appraisal submitted at draft stage was dated post-visit, and so
could not be considered by the panel as part of this review.
The panel acknowledged the approved provider’s claims at draft stage of regular
contact with educators and that educators from both
and
attend
professional development training. In light of the other evidence collected, this was
insufficient in demonstrating consistent practice in relation to Element 7.2.3.
The panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support that the element
is met and decided to confirm the assessment of Element 7.2.3 as not met.

260.

Following first tier review, the rating for Standard 7.2 remained Significant
Improvement Required. Elements 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 remained Not Met.

Standard 7.2: Second tier review
261.

At second tier review, the Provider again sought to have Elements 7.2.1 and 7.2.3
amended to Met, and the rating for Standard 7.2 amended from Significant
Improvement Required to Meeting NQS. It was also open to the panel to confirm the
Elements as Not Met, but amend the rating for the standard to Working Towards
NQS.

262.

The Provider’s made submissions in relation to Standard 7.2, including those set out
below:
“All educators and staff participate in Appraisals and feedback”
“
FDC has an active WhatsApp group (as sighted by the lead assessor) where
educators provide daily feedback and communication, daily phone calls, emails and
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personal text message as showcased to the lead assessor are an embedded practice of
the service for all educators in
and
and the service operates seamlessly
as one.”
“Feedback is also given at monthly visits and daily phone calls”

Standard 7.2: Second tier review decision
Element 7.2.1
263.

The panel began by discussing the service’s intention in transitioning to a digital
platform and their hopes that it would generate greater family and educator
engagement. However, the panel also noted some conflicting information, and noted
that statements in evidence were not consistent with some observations by
authorised officers on the day of the assessment and ratings visits. The panel could
not identify any clear commitment to professional learning and development, and
cited earlier concerns about educators asking for support without evidence of a
result.

264.

Of serious concern to the panel was that some educators were unaware of the
service’s QIP, and by the service’s own admission, the QIP had been developed
primarily by the service coordinator.

265.

The panel again emphasised that although the transition to the
app was cited
by the service as the reason for shortcomings in some areas of the NQS, there was
also no evidence provided that the Standards were being consistently met prior to
the transition. Regardless, the panel felt the transition to the new platform should not
be blamed for problems which had arisen, and instead the transition should have
been managed in a way to ensure quality was maintained.

266.

In absence of all other evidence, however, the lack of awareness of the existence of
the QIP was sufficient evidence for the panel to confirm Element 7.2.1 as Not Met.
The panel agreed it was not possible that an effective self-assessment and quality
improvement process was in place at the service if not all educators were aware of
the service’s own QIP.

267.

The panel also agreed that the fact that the service’s educators were not all aware of
the QIP was sufficient to confirm the rating for Standard 7.2 as Significant
Improvement Required.
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Element 7.2.3
268.

In relation to Element 7.2.3, the panel cited several issues raised previously, including
the lack of evidence of support for educators making it impossible to identify the kind
of organisational culture and learning community contemplated by Standard 7.2.
Although a performance review process was partially present in the evidence, there
was evidence that educators who requested help in certain areas did not receive it,
and no evidence that action was taken by the service to address areas requiring
improvement even after educators explicitly requested this.

269.

The panel felt that there were clear negative consequences to outcomes for children
flowing from a lack of engagement in professional learning and development, and
service quality improvement.

270.

The panel agreed by consensus to confirm the rating for Element 7.2.3 as Not Met,
and the rating for Standard 7.2 as Significant Improvement Required.

Final comments by the second tier review panel
271.

The overall rating for the service was confirmed as Significant Improvement Required.

272.

The panel concluded with general observations about this particular second tier
review application, and the purpose of review procedures in general. The panel
emphasised that they held a high level of concern about the fact that the service was
clearly in need of targeted and immediate support to address minimum required
standards of quality and safety for children, and had been for some time. The panel
discussed the potential negative impact on children attending the service since it was
initially assessed in
2020, until the time of second tier review close to eight
months later.

273.

The panel discussed the potential for the assessment and rating experience to
provide an opportunity for the service to engage with quality improvement resources,
including from the regulatory authority and ACECQA, and to conduct critical reflection
and an examination of their current practices. The panel questioned the usefulness of
the provider investing their time and resources into the review process rather than
addressing issues identified as a result of the assessment and rating process. At the
forefront of the panel’s discussion in this area was the potential negative impact on
children, and the benefit – and reduction of risk – which would flow to children at the
service from quality improvement.

274.

The panel discussed the importance of services which receive low quality ratings
being subject to another assessment and rating by the regulatory authority as soon as
possible – alongside other compliance monitoring activities – and noted the particular
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health and safety risks to children identified in relation to the service. The panel
agreed that, if not already scheduled, it would be very prudent for another
assessment and rating of the service to occur in the near future.
275.

A second matter raised by the panel reflected an ongoing theme in second tier review
applications, and involves the approach taken by providers in providing evidence that
does not consistently reflect or support their arguments. The panel observed that a
smaller quantity of evidence of higher quality and specificity may likely have
supported the provider’s arguments more effectively.

276.

The panel strongly emphasised that their primary concern throughout this review was
the health, safety and wellbeing of children, the importance of which cannot be
overstated.
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